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Frank, Jr., was at a loss to exactly untlt'rstand what his fathet• was
CHAPTER I.
dnving at. However, he replied:
A GREAT WRONG.
•· Well, I may safel y say tllat it is. Now explain yourself."
" I will," replied the senior Reade. "I have a matter of great imFRANK READE was noted the world over as a wonderful and distinguishetl inventor of marvelous machines in tbe line of steam and portance to giv.e you, Frank, ILY boy. If your in~enLio~ is as good ail
electricity. Bi;t he bad grown old and unable to knock about tbe mv steam maa even, and does not improve upon 1t, it will yet perlorrn
the work wbich I want it to do."
world, as he had been wont once to do.
A light broke across Frank, Jr.'s face.
So it happened that his son, Frank Reade, Jr., a handsome and
"Ah!" he cried. "I see what you are driving at. You have an
talented young man, succeeded his father as a great inventor, even
excelling him in variety and complexity of invention. The son undertaking for me and my new maclline."
Frank, Sr., looked steadily at Frank, Jr., and replied:
speedily outstripped bis sire.
" You have hit tile aail upon the head."
The great machine shops iu Readestown were eniarg('<u by young
'' Wbat is it!"
nk, and new tlying machines, electric wonders, and so forth, were
•• First, I must tell you a story."
ught into being.
"Weal?"
But the elder Frank would main!ain that, inasmuch as electricitJ
" It would ta:-e me some time to go into the details, so I will not
nt the time was an undeveloped factor, his invention of the Steam
attempt to uo that but. give you a simple statement of racts; in short,
Man was really M!e most wonder!ul or all.
" It cannot be improved upon," he declared, positively. 11 Not if the outlina o! the· story."
" All right. Let us have It.''
etimm is used as a motive power."
The senior Reade cleared his throat antl contiauetl:
Frank, Jr., laughed quietly, and patted his fath er on the ba«:k.
"Many years ago when I was traveling in Austra\ia I · was set upon
" Dad," he said, with an alJectio•iate, though lmntering air, " what
woulu you think if I should pro1luce a most remarkable improvement by bushmen and would have been killed but for tile sudden arrival
upon the s::ene or a countryman or mine, a man of about my own age
upon your Steam Man!"
and as plucky as a lion.
"You can't do it!" declnred the senior Reade.
•tHis name was Jim Travers, and I had known him in New York
Frank Jr., said no more, but smiletl in a signi l!t:ant manner. One as the son of a wealthy family. He was or a roving temperament, howday late~ the doors or the secret drnughting-room of dt>sign 1vere ever, and this Is what had brought him LO Austrnhn.
i o-:Jily lo~ked and young Fr~nk came forth only to bis meals.
"Well, Travers saved my life. . He beat oil' my assailants, and oursFor three months this matter or closed doors continued. In the ' ing my wounds brought me back to life.
machine shop department, whern the parts or machinery were secredy
"I have felt ever smce that t 1 owed him a debt which could not be
pat together, the ring of hammers migllt have been heard, and a big fully rAp11id. At that l.ime I could make no return for the service.
sign was upon the door:
" Jim and I drifted thrnugh the gold Ileitis together. Then I los
No admittance!
track of him, and until the other day I have not aeen or heard from
Thus matters were when one evening Frank left bis arduous duties him.
"' to spend a few hours with bis w1fe and little lloy.
_
"But I now tind that it is In my powe1· to give him assistance, in
But just as be was passing out or the yard, a darky, short in stature fact to partly pay the delJt I ow11 him. This brings us to the matter
atH1 af genial features, rushed excitedly up to him.
in hand.
"Oh, Marse Frank," cried the sable servitor, "Jes' wait one moSix months ago it seems that Jim who is now a man of great wealth,
mem1•· •
still a bachelor and for a few years µaat Ii ving at a fashionable hotel
" Well, Pomp,'' said Frank. pleasantly, "what can I do for you!" in New York went to his ciab. When he returned iu the evening h
The darky, who was a faithful servant of the Rendes, antl had ac- found a note worded hke this:
companied both on their tours in foreign lands, ducked bis hend, with
Afr. Reade laid a note upon the table, Frank read it:
a grin, and replied:
"DEAR TRAVERS :-I would like to see you to-night upon a verJ
11
Yo' fader wants yo', Marse Frank, jes' as quick as eber yo• kin important matter. Will you meet me in twenty minutes at the car
come!"
on your corner. I must see you, so be sure and come.
"My father," exclaimed Frank, quickly. " What is it?"
"A FRIEND."
'' 1 don' k:iow nuffin' 'bout it tall, Marse Frank. He jes' say fo' ir.e
"or course Jim wondered at the note, but be did not know of an
.to tell yo' he want fo' to see yo'."
enemy in ihe world. so he felt perfectly ~are in keeping the appoint
" Where is he?"
meat. He itnrted for the cafe.
"In his lil>rary, enh."
"The night was dark aud misty, .Jim walkect along and h11d got nea
"Al! right, Pomp. Tell him I will come at once."
the
care when someb6dy stepped out of a dark hallway and grnspe
The darky dartetl away. Frank saw that the doors to :he secret his arm.
rooms were locked. This was a wise precaution for hosts or cranks
• Come in here," a sharp voice said, we can talk better here Urn
and demented inventors were always hovering about the place and in "the
cafe."
would quickly have stolen the designs if they could have got at them.
"'Before Jim could make any resistance he was pulled into a dar
Not tea minutes later Frank entered the library where his father hallway.
Two men had hold of him and something wet was dnshe
was.
across his face and over his hands, then he felt some liquid poure
'l'he elder Rende was pacmg up and down 'in grent excitement.
over his clothes natl some ohject thrust into his pocket.'
" Well, my son, you have come at last!'' he cried. "I have mnch
" Theo the door opened again and he was flung out illlo the street.
wanted to see you."
Jim wae unharmed, but amazed at such treatment. He l:ad not bee
" I am at your service, father.'' replied Frank. " What is it?"
hurt and was at a loss to untlerstand what it nil meant.
" I want you t0 tell me what kind of a machine you have been get'· The incident had taken but a few moments in its course. At tlrs~
tina up."
a thoui?ht or foul play had flashed across Jim. Then it occurrecl to
,7 Come now, that's not fair," eaid Frank Jr. with twill'kling eyes. him to look at hts han<ls which were wet with some sub~tance.
"Well, 1r It's any kind or.a machine that _can travel over the prairies
" He ~ave a great cry or horror as he diii so. There was blo
. a.ell me so," cried the elder Reacle, excitedly.
upon them.
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"In fact bis hands and !ace and clothes we1·e almost soaked in red
blood. For an instan t he was hom lied.
,•, What mystery was this! But he quickl y changed his opinion and
actually lau ghed.
•
"I~ occurred to him as a practical joke upon th e part or his club
friend s. Sati~fied or .•his he resolved to get even with them.
"He triec! to open the door, through which he had ueen pulled. It
was locked an d would nut yield.
"'l'hen he decided to go tack to his room and wash off the blood.
Bat be had not gone te n steps before be was met in toe glare or the
lamplig!H by one of the club men.
"•Thunder! What's the mMter with you, Travers?' a8ked his
frien d.
" ' Oh, nothi ng, only a little practical joke th e boys ht1ve beell play.
ing on me,' repli ed Jim with a gri11. Two or th ree others come aloug
all d Jim explains ill like Qla nller. Then he goes to his a p ar~ ments.
"When he arrives th ere he is am azed to tiud the llOor opell and a
fear rul scene within. The furniture, the lil;': ht carpet and the walls in
places are smeared wi th !Jlood. Jim 11ow got ang ry.
·• · 'l'his is carryin g a joke a little too far !' he cried, testily. "This
spoilillg ti ne furniture is too much.'
" But he wen t to wash ing the blood from his hands. This was a
hard job alld took time. SuddPlliy hair a dozen officers came into t!Je
room alld seized him.
" •What do you want?' cried poor Jim ill surprise.
" ' We we.nt you,' they replied.
"' What for?'
"'For murder!'
Instead of being horrified; Jim was mad, madder than a March hare.
He just got up a1ili s wore at the officers.
"I don't like this sort of thing, " he declared. " It's carrying a joke
too far."
The officers only laug hed and slippetf; manacles upon bis wrists.
Tben they led him a way lO prison. Not ~ntil brought into court did
poor Jim kno w that he had been made the• victim of a hellish scheme.
Murder had really been committed in that house into which he had
been dragged, and wb ere he was smeared with blood. A man U!l·
known, was Lhere fo und li terally carved to pieces with a knife.
Blood had been f-l un d upon Jim m his room. A trail led from the
house to his r·.lom. A kn ife was round in his coat pocket. The eviden ce wae all agamst him a nd his trial hat! jt1st co me otl and he had
just been sentenced to death by hangrng with only three months or
· g race."
Frank Reade, Jr., listened to this thriiling tal e with sensations
wliich the pen cannot depict. It was so horrible, so strange, so
ghastly that he could hardly believe it true.
He arose and walked once across the lioor.
CHAPTER II.
THE NEW STE A M MAN.

THEN the you11g inventor paused before his fatl!er, and in a deeply
impressE!d manner said:
"Then an inllocent man stands convicted or murder?"
"Yes."
"In th at case it Is the duty or every philaI1thropic man to try and
eave tile in nocent."
"It is."
"We must do it."
"I am glad to hear you say that."
"But the question now arises as to how we shall be able to do it.
Is there no clew to the real assassins?"
"No delinits clew."
"That is very strange. Of course there mast have been a motive.
That motive would seem to be to get Travers out or the way."
"Yes."
" And he has no enemies?"
"Noue that he knew of."
" Ah, but what would any one gain l>y putting him out of the
wav- - "
Frank Reade, Jr., paused. He gazed steadily at his father. Much
passed between them in that glance.
"His fortune is a large one," put in the senior Reade, "the right
to inherit would furnish the best motive. There is but one heir, and
he is a nephew, Arteml\S Glitl; who is a stockman, somewhere in tile
Far West. I~ could not be him."
"Could not!" Frank Reade, Jr., sat down aml dropped ill to a
brown study. After a time he aroused.
"I am interested in this case," he declared. "And my Steam Man
is at the disposal or justice at any time. But you spoke of the prairies.
Is there a clew in the West?"
"The only clew possible to obtam at present," declared Mr. Reade,
Sr. "Yon see detectives tracked two suspicious men to Kansas.
Th ere they lost track or them. Everybody believes that they were
·the as8assins."
"Well, I believe it," cried Frank Reade, Jr., with impulse. "I can
see but one logical explanation of thit1 matter. Either Artemas Cliff
has employed two ruffians to do this awful deed for the sake of
Travers' money, or-the case is one not possible to solve with ease."
Frank Reade, Sr., did cot dislay surprise at this statement of his
son.
"Now y0,u have the wbole thin it in a n11tshell, my boy," he said.
"Of course, you can do as you pleasA, hut 1( yon "¥ish to take any
kind or a journey with your new invention, here is a chance, and a
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nollle object in view. Tllat object should be to track dro wn the murderers , and clear Jim Travers. It may be th at th e nephew, Artemas
Cliff. is the really guilty one, but in any case, I 'Jelieve tilat it is m
the West you will lilld tbe solution of the mystery."
"That is my belief," agreed Frank Reade, Jr., " bul now that th is
matter ia settled let me show you the plans or my steam man."
. Frank Reade Jr., drew a roll of papers from bis pocket and spread
them upon the table.
Upon them were. the blue print plans and drawings of tile mechanism of the SLeam Man.
·
Frank Reade, Senior, examined them carefully and cri tically. From
one piece to another he went and afler some time drew a deep breatb
~ayin g :

"Well, young blood is the t\Pst after all. 1 must say, Frank, that I
am heat. There is no doubt but that you bave improve<! upon my
Steam Man. I congratulate you."
" Than k you," said Frallk Reade, Jr. with gratification.
" But I am anxious to see Lhis marvel at work."
"You shall," replied the youn g iuVPlltor. "To-morrow the Steam
Man will go out of the shop upon his trial Lrip.''
A few minutes later Frank Reade, Jr., was on the way to his own
house.
He was in a particularly hlippy frame of milld. He had achieved
great results ill bis new invention, and here, as by design, was a
chance afford ed him to use the Steam Mo1; to a philanthropic and
heroic purpose.
The idea or traveling through the wilds of the West was a thrillin g
one.
Frank could already picture the effect of tl:e Steam Man upon the
wilJ savages or the plains alld the outlaws or Western Kansas alld
Colorado.
Also the level lioor-like prairie of· that region would afford excellent
traveling for the new invention.
Frank Reade, Jr., was a lover or adventure.
It was all inborn love. The prospect before him fired his very soul.
It was just what be desired.
That evening he unfolded all his plans to his wife.
Of course Mrs. Reacle was averse to her husband nndertakillg such a
dangerous trip. But after a time she overcame her scruples and reconciled herself to it.
The next morning nt nn early hour, Frank was at the engine house 1'
of the steel works. Tile wide doors were thrown open and a wonderful sight revealed.
There stood the Steam Man.
Frank Reade, Sr., and a great number of friends were presen•.
Pomp, the cegro, wa~ also there, as well as a queer-looking little Irish·
mall with a genuine Hibernian mug and twinkling eyes, which bespoke
a nature bri:nming over with fun. This was Barney O'Shea.
·
Barney and Pomp had long been faithful servants or tbe Reades. Jn
all of their travels with their illventions they had accompanied them.
or these r.wo characters we will say no more, but permit toe reader lo
become acquainted wi.th them in the course or the story.
The senior Reade examined the mechanism of the new Steam Mau
with deepest interest.
"Upon my word, Frank," he cried, "you have beaten me out and
out. I can hardly believe my eyes.''
Frank Reade, Jr., laughed good humoredly.
.
Then be went about showing a party of rriends the mechanisn of the
new Steam Man.
The man himself was a structure or iron plates joined in sections
.
with rivets, binges or bars as the needs required.
[ - /
In facu and form the machi!!e was a good imitation or a man done
in steel. .
j
In no wis" cid he look pollderous or unwieldly, though his sf;ature
was fully nine feet.
The man stood erect holding the shafts or a wagon at his hipr.I.
The w11goc itself was light but roomy with four wheels and\ a top
covering or fine steel net work. This was 1mperv1ous to a bullet'\ while
allyone inside could see quite well all about them.
i
_ '£here were. loop-holes in this netting to put the rifle barrels thrO,ugh
m case of a light.
. '.
A part of the wagon was used as a coal bunker. Other small compartments held a liRJited amount of stores, ammunitions and weapons.
Upon the fender in front was a brake to regulate the wagon on ' a
steep grade, and a slit ill the net work here allowed or the passaj!'e or
the reins, two long lines conne'.)ting with the throttle and whisllii
valves. A word as to the mechanism of tl1e man.
Here was really the tlae work of the invention.
Steam wos the motive power.
The hollow legs and arms of the man made the reservoir or boilere.
In the broad chest was the rurnace. Fully two hundred pounds of
coal could here be placed, keeping up a fire sufficient to gei:erate
steam for a long time.
Tile steam chest \Vas upon the man's back, and here were a number
of valves. 'l'he tall hat worn by the man formed the smoke stack.
The driving rods, in sections, extended down the man's legs, and
could be set in motion so skillfully that a tremendous stride was attained, and a apeed far beyond belier.
This was the new steam man. The improvements were many and
manifest.
All the mechanism was more nicely balanced, the parts more
stronl!'IY joined, and the steel of finer quality. Greater speed was the
certainty.
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" Youse will jest find out dis n:gger neber plays a bluff game," reFire was burning in the furnace, steam was hissing from the retort,
torted Po111p with a chuckle. "Jest yo' look out ro' yo'sef, l'isb."
and smoke was pouring from the funnel bat of the man.
" Begorrn, I ain't afraid av yez au' I'll go ye the tin," cried BarnllY.
Frank Reade, Jr., suddenly sprung in tbe wagon.
'l.'bere wa s a broa4 grin upon Pomp's face. He quietly picked up
He closed the screen door behind him. Pomp was engaged in some
ten chipe and then put iu ten more.
work in the coal lmuker.
" Hold on, I'ist, I'll go yo use ten better."
Frank took up the rems and pulled them. The throttle was opened
.
."Call yez, be bivens!" cried Barney, chucking in ten more.
.
and also the whistle valve.
Then he threw down his hand.
Tbree '.!harp sl:rieks the new Steam Man gave au<) then be was iJ,way
·
"Can yez bate thaL?" he cried, triumphantly. "Give us the p.>t,
on the trial trip.
Yez are uo good."
naygur.
Out of the yard he went and out upon .the highway.
Down
up.
went
cheer
Pomp put Olle black paw over the pile of chips.
great
But
a
aad
gates
the
Everybouy rushed le>
·
"'J€s' wait one minnit, l'ish."
the highway went the Steam Man at a terrific gate.
"Wbtirro! Yez can't liate it!" cried Barney, conOdently.
His strides were long and powerful. So rapidly were they made
, He had t.hrown a good hand containing lour kings and two aoes.
that a trem11ndous amount or surface was covered.
But Pomp quietly laid down four aces!
It was a good smooth road.
The picture was one well worthy or an artist. Fnr a moment the
Just ahead was a man riding a horse. Near him was a uicycler
two card players ga.zed at the six aces in amazement. It was a very
who was noted as a fas~ rider.
Both bad heard that the Steam Man would make his trial run that .curious anomaly that there shoul<I lie six aceil in one pack of cards.
Then Barney sprang up furiously.
morning.
Bets had been mode by both that th«iy could beat the Man.
" Begorra, it's a big cheat ye are!" he cried. angr ily. "Whoever
Frank guessed the truth at once.
saw the loikes av that? Be me sowl, the hull pile i ~ mine!"
"Ki dar, Marse Frank," cried Pomp, wit!J a clrnckle and a shake of
" Don' yo' pu~ yo' hands on elem chips, l'ish!,. cried Pomp, angrily.
bis woolly head. "Dllm two chaps am got a µ11e ob gall. Jes' yo'
" P'raps yo' kin t':ll me wharfore youse got dem two aces, maybe
show dem clat dey ain't iu it. Won't yo'!' '1
youse cau !"
Po111p had mnre t ha n one reason for ueat.ing the horse and bicycle.
"Bejabers, they war in the pack, but yez kin tell me perhaps where
He hati made a small bet or his own on tbe result.
·
yez got tho;e four 11ces yez put down there?"'
It was evident that Lhe parties ahe:td were ready for the fun.
. "I tell yo', I'ish, dey was in de pack."
Frank Reade, Jr., smiled grimly, ant.I opened the thtottl" a little
aces in
six
"Be jal.Jers it's the fust pack av cards I ever saw with
wid er.
,
it," retorted Barney.
The next moment the Steam Man, tlui bicycle rider and the trotter
" Now don' yo' gib me any mo' ob yo' sass, !'isl:.!" blustered Pomp.
were all !lying nAck and neck Jown the road.
"I'll jes' make yo' sorry if yo' does."
Heavens! what a race that was!
"Bejabers yez ain't the siz<>!''
Down tl.ie roa!:I tbey Dew like a whirlwind. The dust Jlew up behind
" Look out fo' yo'self, J'ish !"
them in a cloud.
"Whnrroo!"
But the Steam Man just trotted by his competitors with seemingly
Gver went the table leaf, down went the chips in the bottom of
no exertion at all. Frank turned with a laugb to see how easily they
LhEl wagon, and the two ar.gry poker players closed in a lively wrestle.
were distanced.
For a moment Barney had tlie best of it. then Pomp tripped the
After a good trial, the new Stenm Man returned to Lhe foundry yard. Celt
ap and both fell in a heap in the bottom of the wagoc.
As Fmnk stepped down out of the wagon, his father came up and
They chanced to fall against the wire screen door In the rear of the
gra~ped his hand in an elstasy of delight.
wagon.
--L-~" Bravo, my son!" he cried. "You have eclipsed my inver.tiou. I
It was unlocked and gave way beneath the pressure, and the two
wish yo u luck, amt I know that you will succe?.d in cl earing Jim Trapractical jotrnrs went through it and out upou the harll Jloor or the
·
' vers."
.
"I shall takA only Barney a nd Pllmp with me," said Frank Rea1JP, prarie.
They were rolled about in a cloud of dust, and had they not been of
Jr. "There will not be room in the wagon for more."
more 'than ordinary composition they would l.iave suffered
' · Well, they will be useful companions," said tlui Senior Reade. something
from broken bonPs.
"My son; may God be with you in yonr enterprise."
But cs it was both picked themselves up unhur~.
Frank Reade, Jr., at once proceeded Lo make preparations for his
The Steam Man bad gone on fully one hundred yards before Frank
western trip.
Reade, Jr., perceived that bis companions were missing, and at once
He visited Travers in prison and talked with him.
.
and lirough~ the Man to a halt.
·•To tell the truth. I am distrustful of my nephew, Artemas Clifl: closed the trottle
"Serves the rascals right," muttered Frank, ae he saw them picll:
He is an a7aricious villain, and a number or times has tried tll swindle
themselves up from the dust. "They are always skylarking, and n<>
me ont of money. 1 know that be has led the 'life of an outlaw out good
comes of it."
there on the horder."
Frank had stoppP.d the Steam Man. He waited for the two joker!i
"But if be aspired to gain your wealth, why did he not attempt
to pick themselves up and return to tbe wagon.
your lite in some direct manner?" asked Frank.
But at that moment a thrilling thing occurred.
"I presume l.ie m"y have feared detection," replied Travers. " H I
Barney and Pomp had fallen near a clump of timber.
am hung for the m1mler or this unknown man, the mystery will be
From this with wild yells a liand of mounted Sioux Indians now
sealed forever. Thoy real murderer will never ll'l known."
"I believe you are rig ht," agreed Frank Reade, Jr. "Well, I will dashed.
They were a war party-painted and bedecked with feathers, and in
Jlnd this Artemas Cliff, and do the best I can towards clearing up the
the full paraph1irnatia or war.
'--mystery and setting you l'ight."
The peril which threatened the two jokers was one not to be de--,-'\l'hank you!" said Travers with emotion. "I feel that you will
spised.
succa-ect."
It was quite P.vident that the savages meant to cut off their rejoin\..
ing the Steam Man. In Lhat case their fate woult\ be sealed.
CHAPTER III.
But Barney was qmck-witte<I, and saw the situation at a glance.
ONT-HE PLAINS.
With a wild howl he broke into a mad run for the Steam Man. It.
was a question of lire or death and he ran as he had never ran before.
THE cene of our story 11ow undergoes a great changll.
We ill transfer thA reader from Readestown to the plains of the • Pomp was not so lncky. While Barney was c!iatancing his pursuers,
Far \ est. Fully five hundred miles. from civilization, and right rn the and actually succeeded in reaching tba wagon, the darky suddeoly
found himseH cut off.
heart of the region of the hostile Sioux.
Indian ponies were circling about him, the red riders whooping and
Fr rnk Reade, Jr., had transported the Steam Man as far as possible
· . yellin~ like veritable demons.
by r uil.
The poor darky waa beside himslr with terror and perplexi~y.
F: rom tilence be had "journeye1l the rest or the. ways overland.
"Golly sakes alibe!" he yelled, with his wool liternlly standing on
othmg of tllrilllng sort had as yet marked their Journey. But they
we .e upon the verge of the mo3t exciting adventures 118 the reader end. " Whalebber am dis yer nigger gwine fo' to do? l'se a gone coon
Co' suah."
wi .I hereafter agree, possible to be experienc11d by man.
It certainly lnoketl that way. The sav11ges circled nearer and halt a •
With the broc.d expanse cf rolling plain upon e\"'ery hand, one morui 1g in June Lhe Steam Mau might have been seen making its way dozen of them dismounted and rushed upon Pomp.
Now the dnrky was nnarmec.I.
•long at a mouerate gait.
Re had not even a pistol or a knife. Of course he was at their mercy.
Frank Reade. Jr., with Barney an<I Pomp were in the wagon.
In less time Lhan it takes to LPll it, the savages had closed in about
Frank held the reins and his keen gaze swept the prairie in every
the terrified darky, an!:I he was quickly thrown upon his back and
tllrecllon.
As far as the eye could reach there rnm!li!!ed the same broad ex- bound.
•
Thau he was laid across the .hack or a pony and tied on securely.
panse. There was little to hreak the monotony.
Then a lariat was attached to the pony's bridle, an,d the savages
Barney aud Pomp had taken advantage of a lull in their duties to
h their prls.oner in their midst dash1id away.
wi1
wagon.
the
of
rear
play n social game or poker in the
Barney had reached the Steam .Man aud climbed into the wagon.
Tqese two nniquo characters, althou~h the warmest of friends, were
Frank Reade, Jr., had seen the whole affair, and for a moment wa1
nevertheless always engaged in badgering each othP.r or Lhe perpetratoo astom:dPd to act.
tion of practical jokes.
Then as Barntty came tulflliling Into Lhe wagon, Frank turned the
" Bejabers, I'll go yez ten betther on that, yez black ape." cried
Barney, throwing down a handful of chips. "I'll take me worrud it's man around and sent him !lying toward the savages.
This move was quickly made, a:iu the Steam Man ran forward
a big hluff yez are playin'. Yez can't fool me."
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rapidly. But quick as it bad be•m, tile savages hall yet succeeded in
making Pomp a prisoner and getting ii way with him.
"Be j:lbers, they've got the naygur IJouml Lo a horse," cried Barney,
wildly. "Wud yez luk at the loikes, Misther Frank. We must calch
the omadhouns and give them a lessln of ttle right sort."
"I hope we may," replie1l Frank, with great anxiety, "but I fear
the red fiends will get to cover IJefore we can overtake them."
"Whurroo! It's ·mesilf as will sphoil tlie loike av some av thim,"
cried Barney, as he picked up his ritle.
The savages were racin1-(" like mad across .the prairie.
'fbey _had caught sight or t he Steam Man, which was to them some
tiend· incarnate, some e\·il spint which would seek their certain destruction.
Terror of the wildest sort made them whip their ponies to tlie utmost.
It. was a mad race.
But tlie Steam Mun was i::;aininJ.?:.
He took tremendous strides. Frank pulled the whistle valve, and
the shrieks sent up on tlie air were of a t.,rrifying kind.
The savages .had all gazed with wonder upon the white man's iron
borae that followed i:s steel track acrosE th eir prairies.
Bijt this latest appearance, the Steam Man, was too much for their
nerves. They 1:ould not hear it, and lied.
The Steam Man wonlll certainly have overtaken them.
But. not visible until one had tnrned th e 1imber line and made a
rise in the prairie was a distant range or hills.
'l'oward tl11s the savages were gomg. If they reached them, they
would certainly succeed in eluding their pursuer.
And the chances seemed good.
Frank saw, with a peculiar cbill, that they were really liable to
reach the point aimed at.
He sent the man on at full sµeed.
Barney placed himself at a loophole, and commenced firing as rapidly as he could a( the Heerng foe.
The result was that many of them ren, and the others reLloubled
their exertions to make an escape.
On went tbe chase toward tbe distant range of hills.
Nearer and nearer drew the ponies to the olijective point.
With sinking heart Frank saw that the Indians were likely to reach
them before the Steam Man could overtake them.
Of course this would rnPun safety for thll savages, for the Steam Mail
coPld not bopo to follow the poni~s over the rough surfaces there eucountered.
"Heavens, we are not going to save Pomp!" cried Frank, with a
thrill of despair in his voice. " What shall we do, Barney? Is it not
awful?"
Barney was busily engaged in placing fresh cartridges in his Win ch P.ster.
'" Begorra, it's save the nayi?nr I will if I sacrifice me own loHe!"
cried the big-hearted Celt. " It's me own fault, for sure, that he 1ver
fell troo the door and gotyickect up by the red min."
Frank put on all the steam he dared, am! the man took tremendous
strides forward.
"We will make a · mighty effort," he gritted, as he piled on the
steam.
"Bejabers, here goes for wan av the spalpeens!" cried Barney.
Then the Irishman's riHe cracked.
One of tbe savages tumbled from bis pnny's hack.
Uarney continued 'to Ion.ct and fire as fast as h11 ~oulcl. But. the opportunity was not long granted him.
Suddenly the cavalcade of savages dashed i.nto the mouth of the
pass.
.
They were ont of sight in a twinkling. The Steam Man was obliged
to come ~o a bait.
.
'l'here were htlge howlders and piles of stonP.s to block the passage.
Barney and Frank Reaae, Jr•• exchan11;ed glances of despair.
"That is the end or Pomp," <leclared the you nu; inventor, with a
chill.' ••I have no doubt that is a part of Blacl> Buffalo's band, and
he l)ever spares a life."
CHAPTER IV.
THE

00WBOYS.

FRANK bad spoken truthfully. The band of savages was really a
part of the tribe of which Black Bnlfalo was tile chief.
Throughout all the Kansas l.Jorder this blood thirsty tiend was
known and (eared.
He bud ravaged morn wa~on trains, hurneq more settlements, and
committed more massacres than any otlier Sioux chief in the Far
West.
His name was a syuonym of terror among the settlers, from Dakota to the boundary line of Texas.
By many he was claimed to he ri white ma.n or renegade. Others
averred that he was a recreant P1iwnee chief.
However this '-".as, certainly no red warrior was better known and
feared than Black Buffalo.
And it was into his hands that Pomp had fallen.
Small wonder then that Frank Reade, Jr., was much alarmed, and
even inclined to believe his faithrul 'servitor's life lost. •
The merciless Black Buffalo would not be likely to spare Pomp's
life. The savages had captured him alive simply to drag him into the
bills and turture b1m to death.
Barney began to bemoan the ~ituation in violent tP.rms.
"Och hone, the po0r soul," he cried, "he was a lilack naygur hut
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STEAM MAN.
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he bad a white heart jist that eame. Be jallers av' we cud only get
near euougl1 to tlie rec! omadhouns I'd loike to shoot ivery mother's
son av thim.·•
"Well. I don't see why the red fiends haven't the b{!"jjt of ns," declared Frank.
"It luks that same, Mist her Frank," wailed Barney.
. "I don't see bow we can ever get through tbat pass. The SteamMan might go there, lJUt the wagon won't."
This was trne enouglJ.
The Steam Man on the level prairie was invincible, bnt on rough
.
.
ground like this wholly nseless.
Frank and Barney were beside themselves with solicitude and perplexity.
Frank even thought or going forth on foot to tr} and overtake the
redskins. But of course the folly or such a coarse was quickly apparent to him.
Barney even attempted to carry out lilerally this plan.
He went so far as to open the door in tlie wire screen and leap
down to t~e ground.
Bnt. Frank cried sternly:
"Barney, come back at once. Yon can gain nothing by such a
wura&" ·
f
"Sbure, Mr. Frank," cried the Irishman, "if yez will only let me
go--"
"Come back." was Frank's terse command, which was reluctantly
obeyed by the Celt.
Frnnk took a careful look at .the bills.
He cb~nced to see a smooth pathway np the height, ·a nd which
seemed to follow the course of the canyon or pass.
Up this the Steam Man cautionsly advanced. As they continued to
ascend )1igher a good broad view of the prmrie was obtained.
And suddenly reaching an elevation from which a southward view
could IJe olJrnined, Frank gave a sharp cry, and taking a glass from a
locker, sprung to a loop-hole in the netting.
He scanned a number of objects npon the prairie far beyond.
At that distance they looked ilke a herd of IJuffaloes.
But with the glass Frank saw that they were mounted men 11.nd
white men at that. ·
They looked like a roving band or cowboys. In any event they were
white men and it was qnite enough for the young · inventor to know
this.
"We can depend npon them to help rescue Pomp!" cried Frank,
exuberantly. "Luck is yet with us, Barney."
~
•·Be jabers I hope so," cried the excited Celt. "If tbey be white
men r.ncl have a heart they'll shurely do 1t."
Frnnk instantly turned the wagon about and sent the Steam Man
rapidly down to the prairie.
He blew shrill blasts upon the whistle to attract the attention of the
white men.
In this be was successful.
As the Steam Man reaclied the prairie Hoor, the cavalca.de or cow
'
boys came da~hing up.
'l'hey did not seem surprised at sight or the Steam Man somewhat
singularly and C.rew up tifty yards distant while one .of their number
rode forward.
He was evidently the leader, a11d was a tall, dark, evil-looking fellow. Frank Reade, Jr. was not favorably impressed with his appearance.
As the young inventor noted that tlie whole gang had a Corbidding
appearance and with a chill Frank r<ialized that he could hardly expect any assistance from such a cut-throat looking band.
'file tall, dark leader doffed his sombrero as he rode forward and
made a low how.
·
_>
" Buenos Senors!" he said with a Sµanish accent. " I wish yoll""lr'"
I
fair day. Do you travel far with your Iron Man?"
:•I am glad to meet you," replied Frank, eagerly. "We come
from the East an<l we are here upon an important mission."
The stranger smiled and bowed again with a peculiar affectation of
polltt>ness.
" I am pleased to bear it. Are you not the gentleman .called
Frilll k ReadP., Jr.?"
Frank g-ave a start or surprise.
·•I am," he replied, quickly, "then you have heard or me."
"I have, Senor Reade," replied the cowboy chief, with another exnggernted how and smile.
"Perhap@ you know of my mission here!"
"I do," was the reply.
Frank was more amazed than words can express. What mystery
was this?
How had this fellow, who bore the stamp of ll Spaniard, learned of
his mission to the Far Wast? TLe young inventor was staggered for
a moment.
"Your mission here," replied the cowboy chief, politely, ":s to bunt
down two men who yon believe are guilty of a murder wticb they
sk1llfully foisted upon a certain man by the name of Jim Travers."
"You are right!" cried Frank. "But how in the name of wonder
did you know that?"
"I prefer not to say. It is eiiongh that I kn<'_W it."
"It is strange that you shol!ld have learned it," said Frank, "but
I will ask no more qnestions just now in the face of a terrible exigency."
0

Ah!"

"I want to ask your help."
"My help?''
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Tbe pursuers were now the pursued.
"Yes."
So it coutinned until smideuly, by the ordPrs of Cliff, the cowboys
"Pardon, senor, but l cannot see in what manner I can serve you."
"You must assist me. One or my men-a colored ma11-has fallen turnud tbeir horses Into the nver and forded it.
Once on the other side they were soon beyo11d the reach of the ril:le
into t!le bands of Lbe Indians. They have made him prisouer and
have jost escaped with him into these hills. I 11sk your assiatance '.n balls. The Steam Man of course could not follow.
The encounter with the cowboys was at an end.
effecting his rescue.''
They did not re~urn to the attack, somewhat singularly, but kept
A peculiar smile played about tl1e cowuoy'e li1>s.
ou
u11til tl11-i rolling plains hid them from view.
"Is be not the one you call Pornpl" he asked.
Clifi's direful threat against the Steam Man and its inventor, had
'•Yes."
not been ca.~ried out. But Fra11k di<! not, by any means, del ude him·
"And that man with yon in your cuge there is calleu Barney?"
1
self with tlle uelie[ that the villaiu would rdinquish the attempt so
''Yes."
,
"Ah, I see~Barney and Pomp. Well, Seuor Reade, pray accept euil~
my compliments and the wish that you may see civilzution again alive,
"Well, Barney," he criecl, cheerily, when satisfied that the scrim·
which I do not belive w!ll be tho case. Ha-ha-ha! You have lllun- mage was over. "We came out of that scrape a little th a best or it.
lt has all turu.;tl out as I expected. That Cliff is the real murderer.''
dere\I into a death-trap!"
Sonie~hing like a correct compreheusion of affairs now llegan to
"Begorra, it luks that ~ay, Misther Frank," agreed Barney.
"So it does. We must plan to capt are the villain, nut! wring a
dawn upon Franlc.
"What do you mean?" he gasped in surprise. "Who are you?"
confession from him.''
" Well, since you ask me I will tell you," replied the cowboy chief
"BP jabers that's thrue. If I only had an opportunity I'd pretty
with a laugh. "I am no Spaniard, as you might have thought. I quick wrmg his loon u"ck for him.''
am as good an American as you, and you will have good cause to rt
"But that does not settle the question or Pomp's fate,'' declared
member my name in the near future, provided you escape from this Frn11k. •·He must be saved."
trap. I am the man you are so e11gerly looking for-I am Artemas
"Shure, Misther Frank.''
Cliff."
"But how can we do it?"
"Heavens!" gasped Frank Reade, Jr., " the man I am looking 1 This was yet a conundrum.
for!"
Frank and the faithful Irishman stood looking at each other. It
"The .same," replied Cliff. mockin gly. "You have undertaken was a long t.ime before either spoke.
quite a daring deed, my tine inventor, but you will !ind that you have
Finally Frank said:
llitten off a very much larger slica than you can masticate.'' .
"There's only oue way, Barney.''
" We will see," began Frank.
"An' phwat's that?"
"You see these men?" continued Cliff. "They 11re my followers,
••We've got to get into th0se hills in some way. I don't like t()
trie<I and true. What is it to you whether my u·ncle. Jim Travis. leave the Steam l\fnn, but to save Pomp I'd--"
should hang for murder? You can never prove him innoccnt-.at
The young inventor ceased speaking. ft. strange medley or sounds
least, never will, ror you will never go rrom here alive."
carr.e from the direction or the pass.
"Sconndrel!" cried Frank. "You are the reol murderer!"
There were wH<I yells anct pistol shots, and then, out upon the prai"Ha, ha, ha! Prove it if you can!" laugh ed the cowboy chief, de· rie, ti:e two astonished travelers saw a motley crew of botses and savrisively.
agPS emerge.
" I will prove it, if I have to drng the confession from your lips!"
The savages were fightiug furiously. Frank knew enough of the
cried Frank, resolutely.
,
fndians of that re2i'on to know what it all meant.
"Pshaw! Talk is cheap. AttenUon, men! Grnh the throttle rein
A band of 5ioux and a llan<I of Pawnees, the deadliest of enemies,
of the St!'am Man and you can destroy him! Forward! Charge!"
were engage<! in a terrific llattle.
Frank Rrndo, Jr., beard the command and knew well the dauger.
Frank took in the sce ne at a glance.
wns at a loss to acconnt for Clifi's knowledge of him and his iavenHe at once understood all.
t111n.
'
The band which t.ad captured Pomp was undoubtedly the one enThe young inventor was not aware of the fnct that for weeks pre- gaged in this conl:lict. They had very lik ely met tile Pawnees i?J the
vious to the starting forth of the >:team Man Apies had heen busy in upner part of the pass.
Roodestown.
When the Pawnees and Sioux met a tight alwa}'S followed. GenBut such was the truth.
erally the latter came off victorious.
Artemas Cliff had covered his tracks well. He knew tfmt Frank
As it seemed now, however, the Pawnees had the hest of it.
Reade, the young invP.ntor's father, was a friend of '!'ravers anct would
'rhey were wor~ting the Sioux Ill good fashion. fi'rank and Barney
see him through, if possible.
. watched the sceoe a moment until suddenly u sharp cry llurst from
Therefore he had provided well for giving Frank Reade, Jr., and the Ilarn<1y.
•
new Steam i\Ian a hot reception on the plains.
" BPgorra, Mis titer Frank, ii there ain't the nnygur," he cried,
With hoarse crieY the cowboys de:!cended upon the Steam Man.
wildly .
. They urgi><I their horses forward at a full gallop.
Barney was right. Frank glanced in the direction indicated and
Frank Reade, Jr., kne\\ well that it was possible for them to greatly
saw
a thrilling act.
injure his invention, so be made quick action to defeat their plans.
.
In the midst or the Sioux was Pomp bound to tbP. back of a musBe shouted to Barney:
tang.
"Give it to them, Barney. Shoot P.very man you can.''
Suddenly in the midst of the meleA the horse was seen to holt from
Then Frank opened the throttle, and Jet the Steam Man out for all
the rest and dash out upon the prairie.
he was worth.
Of course, Pomp had no cor.trol over the beast, having his hands
It was an easy matter to outstrip the horses. and the Stenm Man
tied \Jehind him.
,..
kept ahead, while the cowboys came thundering on in the rear.
The mustang took his own course an<.! ra11 like the wind.
Then Fmnk slackened speed so as to keep up a uniform distance
The
Sioux
did
not
<lare
to any of them attempt pursuit. The foe in
\J"'wei>n the Man and the horses.
"While Barney poured in shot after shot into the midst or the gang their front clai.med their attention.
"Bejahers,
the
horse
is
rnnnin' away wid the naygur," criecl Baror pursuers.
.
.
.
The cowboys began to drop from their saddles one by one. It was ney. "Phwat will we <lo. Mis1 hPr Frnnk?"
"Catch him i( we can," cried Frank. seizing the throttle rein.
a destructive and telling lire.
He opened the throttle and l'\t th e Steam Man go ahead ; w1tb long
An<l they strained every nerve in vain in an effort to rench the
•
Steam Man. Frank kept the Man just far enough ahead to er.sure strides the machine began to ga111 upon the mustang.
' Pomp wnu vai11ly enJeavoring to fre ?. his hatHIS.
safety and enable Barney to pick otr the CflWhoys with ease.
If he could have done so, and could have got hold of the reins once,
It took Clift" some time to tumble lo this little game,
When he di<!. an1i realized that he was simply qecimating numbers he could eaaily have storipe1 the horse.
But this he wns unable to do.
withont gaining ground, he called a halt.
As a result, the anjmal carried him along swiftly, and along the
The cowboys were now ne:>r the ~auks of a wide river which was
really the Platte, Frank Reade, .Tr. saw his ad vantage and brought base of th e hills.
~he Steam Man to a stop.
Soddenly the mustang swerved a n<! dartPd into a narrow pass.
Then he seized a ril:le and joined Barney. ·
Barney, at the loop-holes of the wagon with ril:le in hand, bad been
sorely tempted to tire at the runaway.
CHAPTER V.
But the fear of hitting Pomp had restrained him.
POMP'S RESCUE.
Now, however, the horse was ouL of range. But Fmnk headed the
BuT it was hardly likely that the cowboys would stand their ground Steum Man for the pas~.
Fortunately, it was unobstructed by bowlders, and had a good level
long un der such a fire.
·
floor. The Steam Man was enabled to forge ulong with safety.
As fost as they could Frank and Barney worked the repeaters.
But the mustang and his \Jlack rider bad gone from sight. HowThe result was that quite a number of the foe lay dead upon the
ever the pursuers kept on.
prairie.
Suddenly they came out nµon a broad plateau with stPep descent
But Artemas Cliff knew the fatality of rinnnining there. Being unable to eaten the man, be knew that their 011ly hope now was in re- upon all other .sides. This extended am on;; the hille for a distance of
several miles.
treat.
A great cry of horror now went up from F rank and Barney.
All of the cowbovs fired at the Steam Man. The bullets rattled
The mustang was seen racinir along the edge or a mighty chasm.
harmlessly against.the steel cage.
Frank at once sprang to the reins and the brake nnd started the l Jn a few seconds he .would be almost sure to talte an impossible leap
StPnlll Man in pursuit. It was quite a turning of rnhles.
over a deep gor~e.

of
would be
If be should go to the bott
Pomp and the mustang.
This was se1m at a glance and with tt.e moot intanse of horror Barney crieJ:
·· Sball l lire, Mistber Frank? It's · tho only thing as wm save th"
nn.ygur."
·•You will have to do that," replied Frank, sharply. "Lo·ok out
for your aim, Barney. God help Pomp!"
Barney pulled the trigger.
Crack!
'l'he l.lullet sped true to its mark. H struck the mustang in the
sidtJ.
The amiaal faltered, threw up its 11e11d, stnrnbletl, an.I then pitched
forward iu a heap.
Pomp lay bemmth the horse. It did not require iJut a few moments
for the Stearn Man to reach him, hOW'lVPI'.
, In a twinkling B1Lrney sµra11g out of thtJ wagon and cu: Pomp's
bonds.
'!'he C:arky was not iu the least injured. He lay with one leg under
the mustang, but was easily extricated.
The joy of the darky at his rescue can not I.le expressed in words.
He embraced Barney efl'usively.
•·Shure I thought yez kilt intoirely, naygur," cl'ied 1he big-hearted
Irishman. "It's moighty glad I am to see yez aloive."
"Yo' kin jest het Ois chile am glad fo' to get out ob dem red dehbils'
hancls," cried Pomp, exuberantly.
Aml tllen be daslled aboard the Steam Man aad grasped Frank'•
.
hand.
"Oh, Marse Frank, l'se dretful glad to see yo'!" cried Pomp, bXcitedly.
·• 1 arn glad to have you I.lack, Pomp," cried Frank. "And to know
that you :ire unharmed in any way. But it was a close sha\·e for you."
'"Deed it was tint, Marse J<'rank. But dis ni1rger am powerful l1ara
for to kill, au' specs dat's why l lib. .But l'se got 101s lo tell you,
Marse Frank."
"You have?" Exclaimed Frank.
"'Deecl I has. P"ruvs yo' kin lind it v.iluable fo' yo'. I'll Jes' lell
yo' dat when we Wt!nt up troo Llat pa.'S we jes' cum out pretty quick
in a valley. Dat ar' valley was a scrumpti<lus one, an' dar was a trail
Jeadin' down in1er it. But afore the fojuns could ride down inter it
along cum six wbite men on hossllack an' a right perr young lady on
a boss, too.
"Sakes alibe I nebber seen so pretty a gal in all mah life. Well,
dese yer men, dey SAemed like dey was 'quainted wid der fojuns. Dey
jes' talked as free like \Vid old Blu.ck Buffalo, au' I jes' opened my ears
an' listened.
" Dey said dat de gal wns a prisoner an' dey was takin' her from a
cave in de hills to Ranch V. Dey mentioned de :name ob Artemas
Cliff. Den <)ey rode on, sah, an' mn.h sakes, jus' den up from the valley dere cnme a hull gang ob lngine& aull pi1ched into us. Ob cose
yo' !mow all de res'."
Frank Reade, Jr., listened with the dePpest amazement to this excitmg story.
"A young girl!" he ga8petl. "Of course those men were Cliff's,
but where on eanh were they. i!Oi11g?"
"Dey done suid it was to Ranch Y. sah."
"Ranch V!" repeated Frank. "That is not very definite. Bnt it
must be the headquarte1·s ;if Cliff and his gang. You didn't hear them
say just where that ranch wa~ located, Pomp?"
"No sail, but I jes' took note ob de direckshun dey was goiu' an· it
•
was to de souf-west."
"Well," said the young inve1;tor as he turned the Steam Mau
about, "I cannot imagine who the young girl is or how shti fell In! n
the hands of Cliff's gang. But it is certain that she is in their pow~r
and we rnust save her."
"Be jabers that'~ roight, Mislher Frank," cried Barney, gallantly,
tbe O'Sheas from Brian B{Jl'll down war always knowr. as men av
bo1:or au' defenders av female virtue."
The Steam Man started on the rEJturn across tlle plateau.
It was Frank Reade, Jr. 's, intention to reach the prairie once more
and strike out to the southwest, in the hopes of locatiug the Ranch V.
The Steam Mau ran swiftly to the mouth of the puss which led down
to the µrairie.
Barney had filled tbe furnnce with fresh coal, and the indicator
showed that there was plent.y of water iu tile boilflr.
Frank w:is about to enter the pass when sudden .y Pomp spra11g up
with a wild cry.
The darky sprang to Frank's side and tried to grab the throttle.rein.
Frank was astoundecl.
"Hold on there, Pomp. Whal nre you trying to do?" he cried.
"Ki dar, Marse Frank. Stop de Mau, or fo' de Lawd we am all
done fi>', snah n.s lll'i>11chi11'!"
"What?" ga;ped Frank.
"If ye' don't believe it, jes look up yonder?" '
Pomp poin1ed one finger upward to the canyon wall above the puss.
The sight which rewarded the startled gaze of the young inve11to'r
caused him to reverse the throttle and hrmg the Steam Man to a halt.
'l'wo cowboys were crouching hehincl an enormous bowlder which
they bad intended to roll down ·upon the Steam Mau.
CHAPTER VI.
THE FIGHT JN THE PA SS.

A MORE narrow escape could hardly I.le imagined.

The precipitation of the huge bowlder upon the Steam Mao would
have destroyed the inventiou aud the lives of those on hoard.
Just i11 time Pomi; had seen the danger. Auother moment and it
would have neen too late."
"Ki yl, don' yo' see now, Marse Frank?" cried Pomp, wildly.
"I see,'' replied Frank, in thrilled tones. "My God' that is a narrow shave. We would have been crushed to atoms in anotber momeut
as I live."
"Whurroo! Gb·e the sµnlpeens a good bit av cold lead!" shouted
Barney, rushi11g to oaH of I he loopholea with his ritle.
·•That's rig.ht!" cried Frank, doing tbe same.
"Golly, yo' kin I.Jet we will do <'.lat!" chi111ed ill Pomp.
The two cowboyli, seeing that their game was PXposecl, spra11g up
with wild shouts of clismay.
As tlley did so they were ex1iosecl to sllo1.s from below. Tile three
rilles spoke sharply in cborus.
'l'he two would-be destroyers tumbled in a heap. Their fall was follow€.d by a wild chorus of yells from the thickets and bowlder piles
abOVt!,
A volley of bullets came from there nud rattll)d harmlessly against
the steel 11ettin:,r, showing that· the CO\l(boys were tllere located in
great force.
How they had chanced to be there at that critical moment our adve11t~rers could only r.;uess.
But Frank mentally coi.cluded that at I.Jest they were but a division
of Clitl's gang, and they had llapvened uµo1! tne spot by ch~nce.
Seeing the Steam Man they bad seized what seemed Lo them a line
opportunity to destroy it.
How far short they came of it we have already seen.
A red-bot contest now l.Jegan between the cowboys and those in the
steel wagon.
Of course our three friends had a vast advantage inasmuch as they
were protEJcted from the shots of their foes.
Of course the outlaws far outnumbered them, but it was not at all
a dil!icult matter to pick them off occasionally with a rille bullet.
Volley after volley tbe cowboys fir"d at t11e Steam Man.
When at length it b!lcame patent to them that their shots were fu.
tile, they made the air ring with yells of bafHed rage.
Then they ceased firing and silence ensued. Every cowboy bad
disappeared see111i11gly from tbe canyon wall.
But thi3 dill not deceive Frank Rt!ade, Jr.
He knew that. tins was only a game of the foe and that it would yet
·
be unsafe to try the. pass.
" Bejal.Jers, ain't there some other way av gettln' out av this place?''
cried Barney, givinu: th« plateau a sweeping glance.
But the chain of i1ills surrounding . it did not lend color to such a
possibility.
"It don't look like it," said Frank, dubiously.
"l jes' link dot am de 011ly way out ob dis place," said Pomp.
" We are in a kind of trap," ueclared Frank Reade, Jr. " We
were not sharp or we wo11l'.1 have avoided this scrape."
As 1t was, however, the I.Jest they could do was to watc3 for an op.
ponunity lo run the gauntlet through the Pass.
But tliey !1ad not long to wnit fo• new and thrilling developments.
·
Suddenly p,>mp gave a startlr•d cry.
"For massy sakes, Marse Fran Ii, jes' yo' look out yonder. Wllatnow?"
to
up
ebber am dey
Over the edge of the plateau there was visible a line of men aavancrng rapidly toward the Steam Man.
They were deploying right and left as if to surround him. Tbi8 was
certai11ly their vurpose.
"They're tbryia' to surround us!" cried Barney.
Frank watched the maneuver with deep intrrest.
He smiled grimly.
This was certainly tbe purpose of the foe. But the young inveut~r
saw in the m')Ve a b1Jtterment of his own chances.
"They will not gain what they hope to," he said, resolutely.
Then he saw that a line of armed men had deployed across the
mout.h of the Pass to prevent the Steam Mnn from escaping in that
direction.
In Frank's judgment there were fully two hundretl cowboys in the
party. This was tremendous odds, hut the young inventor did not
fear tbe results.
With a wild cheer the cowboys began to close their line in about
the Stearn Man.
Frank Reade, Jr., opened the whistle valve aod let out several defianl shrieks.
'?'lieu he started the Steam Mau in a straight line for the pass.
Pump and Barney with their repeaters began to tirP. upon the line or
men there.
The repeaters did deadly work.
It was a constant fusillade, and the cowboys l! roµped like sheep.
The error or thAir plan could now be seen.
In dividing tbeir forces to mnke the surrounding li11e, they had
weakened themselves. Frank had seen this.
If they had been merely content with holclmg the pass, it would
bave been extremely doubtful if the Steam i\Ian could so 1:asily have
·
escnpell.
Just ns fast as they could work the sixtee11-shot Winchesters, Ilarney and Pomp mowed down the opposing line of cowb"ys.
The line wa!' thin, nod iL would have required a very solid corps to
.
,
have withstood that scathin,!!; lire.
Down went the Steam Mau townrd the Pass wllh r~arful speed.
1;round. As
the
upon
lay
cowboys
Henps or the dead null woundecl
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the Steam Man reached the Pass, a number or the cowboys tried to
grasp the throttle reins and stop the machin\l.
But the ponderous body or the .Man knocked them aside like tlie~
and the wheels or the heavy wagon crushed them into death or insensibility.
The Steam Man literally forged bis way through the Pass like a
rocket.
Barney an 11 P . > mp cheered wildly and fired parting shots at the discomfited roe.
In a few moments the Steam !\fan ran ·Out upon the prairie.
Frank did n•)t wa&te time but set his coursll at once to the Southwest.
He was anxious to locate Ranch V. This be believed was bis first
aJcl most important duty,
He was eatisfie(1 that nothing was to he gained by remaining in the
hills.
He was confident that Cliff haJ gone to the Ranch V wherever it
was. More thnn all else, be was powefrrully iuterested in the mysterious young lady :is described by Pomp.
He was determined to ,know who she was, and what Cliff held her in
captivity lor.
·
The day was rapidly drawing to a close.
After a short while the bills faded out of sight, and the rolling
prairie was visible upon every hand •.
Then, as the Steam Man took his long strides across the even plain,
Fran le suddenly caught sight or a beaten path or trail.
It was plainly a trail much used and bore a trifle east of south.
Frank brought the Man to a stop.
" I wouJj like to know where that trail goes to?" he declared. "I
am not sure but it ls the route to RanclJ V ..,
"Golly, Marse Frank!" cried Pomp, craning his neck and looking
to the southward a little ways. " What am dat jus' oher dat roll in
de perairy? Am not dat some berry sumspicious objec'?"
Frank gazed in the direction indicated and saw a tall, blacK-looking
timber seeming to rise out of the roll in the _prairie. But he kuew
that it was beyond.
Frank Jet the Steam Man go along for a quarter or a mile, and topping the rise a startling eight was revealed.
There, scattered over several acres of land were the blackened ruins
and charred timb3rs of some buildings.
H was &asy to see what these buildings had constituted.
large ranch with stockade, extensive cattle pens and yards, had
ce stood upon this spot. Frank allowed tb'l Steam Man to pass
through the ruins.
Thrilling sights were accorded our adventurers.
There were heaps of ashes, the bones of animals, and several
charred skeletons of human beings.
There was every evidence that a fight had occurred at the place, and
that the ranch had been bnrned by either Indians or rival cowboys.
As chance bad it the sign which, painted in broad letters, hail once
hung over the yard r,nte, had not been destroyed, and Jay upon the
ground near.
.
Our explorers wertl enabled to read it plainly.
"Rodman Ranch."
Barney and Pomp descended from from the wagon, and spent some
time in exploring the ruins.
"I jt1s' tlnk de Ingines burned up dis yer place," averred Pomp.
"Begorra, it's the divil's own job tbey med av it," declared Barney.
But Frank said, with conviction:
.. Just as likely it was the work or Chff and his gang. Tbey are outlaws at best, and if Rodman Rauch was a respectable place, they
would be sure to wis~1 i~ destroyed."
·
~
Barney and Pomp re-entered the wagon now, and once more the
I
~est for Rane) V was begun.
But night came on, and they bad obtained no clew.
A good place was found to camp, and it was decided to wait un ~ il
morning before pursuing the journey furtber.
Accordingly everythiug was made comfortable with this end in
view.
No camp fire wns made, for this was not deemed necessary.
At night tbey atwnvs slept in the wagon, and Barney and Pomp
served turns in wntchin~.
The fires in the furnace were banked, and the Steam !\fan was given
a rest just the same as lite others.
One pince was always as goo<l as another in camJJing out lhus. save
that it was necessary to l.Je near a body or water, so that the boilers
could be tilled witlJ ease the next mornin!r.
'l'he Steam Man was thus cared for, the tires banked, and evNything
madP. shipshape when, after Barney bad l.JPen on watch not more than
two hours, tile first of a series or thrilling incidents occurred.
')'he night was as dark as Erebus, not a star twmkled in the ether,
for heavy black cl<>uds overhung all.
Suddenly Barney saw a light glimmering far out on the prairie.
It increased to quite a respectable size and cor.tlnued to blaze for a
long time.
The Celt watched it for a long while. Then bis curiosity got the
better of him.
•• Bejnbers, that's quare," he mntt,ered. "I'll make sure there'~
something wrong a'Jout that now."
Barney, acting upon impulse, lenned over and grasped Frank's
~ho11lcler.
The young ill\·entor awoke with a start.

II.
THE

VIGILANTS.

" W-wIIAT's the matter?" gasped Frank, sleepily aronsi:ig hi:nself.
"Wbist now, Misther Frank! There's a quare loight out yonder oo
the perairy, an· I thougbt I'd jist call yure attintion to the same,
sor."
·
A light?" muttered Frank, now lnlly awake.
He got upon his feet, and rubbing his eyes, stared at the distant
blaze.
"That is odd," he muttered. "It will do to investigate that."
"Sure, it may be a camp fire," ventured Barney.
"If so, theu we must find out who the campers are," declared
Fra!lk.
It was but an instant's work to arouse Pomp.
Then the !Ires in the furuace were started, a line of hose was run to
a creek near, and the boiler was lllle<l.
Jn an incredible short space of time steam was got up, and the
Steam Man moved ahead.
Frank held the throttle reins and c!irected the Steam Man's course
toward the distant1cnmp-lire. :
For such it was, as became evident as they drew near.
At first no movement was made by the camping party, and l!'rank
fancied that they had nobody on guard.
\
·
But as the Steam Man wit11 clanking tread came within one hundred
yards of the camp, a wild shout ,went up and a gun was discharged at
the Steam Man.
Frauk was now able to see the circle of the camp as revealed by the
lireligbt.
Men bad heen rolled in blankets upon the ground to the number of
a score.
But, t_bese were now upon their feet. Just beyond it could iie seen
that mustangs were corralled.
Frnuk Reade, Jr., bad no way or knowing whether the campers were
friends or foes.
He bad fancied them a part of Cliff's cowboys. Still there was a
possibility they were not.
kt ar.y rate be could not treat them a~ foes until he learned positively that they were such.
So be brought the Steam Man to a atop 4ust fifty yards from the
camp.
The scene in the camp now was a ludicrous one.
'l'he men were tilled with mingled fear, amazement and stupefaction
at the sight of the Steam Man.
The fiery eyes nnu nostrils and mammoth proportions or the man in
the darkness made him look like a monster from the infernal regions.
The startled cries of the campers came to the amused bearing of
those in the wagon.
•· Great Jericho! What d'yer call that thing!"
" It's the devil hisself!"
u 8H'S arter us!''
"That last drink nt ther cross trails was too much for us boys.
We've got 'em had."
•·I r11ckon we'd better fix up a prayer. Tber old gentleman bas cum
to i:;it us."
Barney and Pomp exploded with laughter. It was very funny.
But as soon as the pandemonium bad for a m11meot subsided, Frank
R ... ade, Jr. bastenea to sllout:
•· We're human beings the same as you. Have no fear. Who
nre yon?"
The words bad an astounding effect upon the campers. After a
moment of stupefied silence the answer came back.
" Who the dick1ms are yon?"
"I am Frank Reade, Jr. , and this is my new invention, the Steam
Man," replied Frank. "You I.Jave notbir:g to fear."
The campers now saw the t!Jree men in the wagon as Barney turned on the light of the calcium and illuminated tile vicinity.
At once their fear lied and a comprehension or all dawned upon them.
"A steam Man, by thunder, and builL all of iron!"
" Wall, tbnt beats ell!"
" What'll come next?"
" That beats the iron boss all boiler!"
The campers now came thronging about the wagon. As the number was limited, Frank did not feel particularly uneasy, though be
held the throttle ready and Barney aud Pomp had their repeaters at
hand.
But the fenra orour three adventurers were quickly allayed.
One of· the men: a tall, powerful framed man, "came forward, and
said:
"Wall, cap'en, we're glad to meet yon no' yer Steam Man. My
name is Sim Harmon,,,nn' I'm captain of this band, who are all Vigi·
la11ts fr'.>m Poker Gulch. We're out on the trail of a gang of r!lffiaus. •
"Vigilants!" cried Frank Reade, Jr., with joy. "Theo you are not
members o~ the Artemas Clifl gang?" .
. "Artemas Cliff!" cried Harmon. "He is the chap we want. If we
can lay hands on him wa·11 stretch bis neck, you bet. D'yer know
whar we km find him?"
"I am on bis trail myself."
"'l'he deuce ye nre?''
" I L'S the truth."
•• What for?"
Frank opened the door or the wagon, and descending shook hands
witf1 the Vigilant captain.
He told hnn explicitly or thP. myst.erions murder of which Jim Tray
i;
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ers had beeo adjudged guilty, but wb1cb it was beheveu was the work
"Yas," replied Harmon. quickly, "that's on Stone River, an' it'd a.
pesky big place too. Thar's a big stockade around it an' armed me11
of Cliff.
are allus a-watchin' for fear an outsider wili git in. So that's ther
Harmon listene<l with interest.
"So that's aaother game of ther cuss!" he cried. "Wall, that's a place, eh? Wall, it will be hard to git Bessie out of Ranch V."
"Sbe shall be got out or I will give my life in tbe attempt!" cried a
bad one, but I reckon we've a wuss count agin him, stranger."
tall, handsome young plainsman with flashing eyes.
"Indeed!" exclaimed Frank.
He looked much in earnest. Frank gazed at him critically. A
" Did ye cum across tiler ruins of a ranch out hyar 011 ther peruiry
little later he was introc.luced to him as Walter Barrows, a risi· ~
some miles?"
young stockman, and the lover of pretty Bessie Rodman.
"I did."
"Wall, that was onct Rodman Ranch, an' Ralph Rodman was one
of the best men in this part or ther West But that ornery cuss Clift
CHAPTER VIII.
fell iu love with pretty Bessie Rodm,an, his darter, an' when Ralph
ON TO RANCH V.
uenied him the ·right ~o come a·c~mrtin' her, ther scoundrel jest
\Jrought down a gaog or hoodlums an' burned down the ranch, toted
PLANS were quickly matle.
oil tiler gal, an' killed all tber rest about tber place."
It was decided to work upon strategical grounds, as their force was,
"Horrit1Je!" exclaimed Frank. "But you have not told me of Rod- so much lighter than Clifl's.
/
man. What became of him?"
"Yoa see, if we. can strike Ranch V. at a time when Clift and thi!
oi Wall, that illustrates ther villainy of lher cuss.
Just previous to
majority of his men are in the hills we can capture the place," ueclara<i
burnin' tber rar.cb, two men, Sid Bowen an' Jem Ducey, hired by Frank, shrewdly.
Cliff, enticed Ralph to New York by bringin' him a bogus message
"That's bizness," agreed Harmon, "but ye're the boss. I kin Set!
from a brother, who was represented as bein' in great distress. That's that ye've got a better head piece uor I have, Mister Reade."
tbe last seen of Rodman, What they did with him we don't know.
"We will not admit that," said Frank, modestly, "but rather lrt
But I've heard that Bowen an' Ducey have returned, an' Rodman us work togE>ther, Mr. Harmon."
didn't cum with 'em. It's my belief he's been done away with, an'
"All right, cap'en. I'm with ye."
it's all a game of Uliff's to get the gal Bessie into bis possess10n."
Father plans were elaborated, then as only a few hours yet intel!'·
A great cry broke from tbe lips or Fr.ank Reade, Jr.
venecl until dawn, it was decided to snatch a few brief hours of sleep.
This story of Harmon's be had listened Lo eagerly, ~nd, as it was ·
With the early <lawn all were astir. The Vigilants saddled tl1eir
unfolded, bit by hit, a clear, concise comprehensionf of all now came mustangs eno all was soon ready for the start.
(
to him.
The St.earn Man was an object of great wonder to the plainsmen.
He saw the hideous details, the cold, scheming ·construction of a
"By Jinks!" exclaimed one of them, "the sight· of that queeirdeep and awful plot, involving murder and abduction 'and terrible lookin' critter oughter scare the life out of any numoer of Injuns."
wrung.
"I think the Stearn Man will aicl us much in accomplishing Ollr'
"Great heavens!" be gasped, wiping cold perspiration from bis ends," said Frank, modestly.
-'
brow. "Your stcry throws a great hght upon the matter which I
The start was made j11st after dayl.Jreak. The Vigilants rode along'have in band, Mr. Harmon."
' side the i::lteam Man on their mustangs.
"The deuce you say!" gasped the ca1>tain of the Viµ;!lantes.
Of course Frank was compelled to go more slowll{ on this accou11t.
"It is the truth," cried Frank. "I think I can tell you the true
But tlie Vigilantes knew the way to Ranch V, and this was, aft<f"
fate of Ralph Rodman, and you will agree that ClitI is the projector of all, the most important thing of all.
one of tile most awful double plots of crime that human being could
Frank considered it a great piece of luck in having fallen in witfl
be cup111Jle of.
the Vigilantes.
'l'he Vigilantes all gathered around the young inventor, agog with
He now understoocl exactly how matters stoocl all arouncl.
_
i1.•terest .
It was near noon when a bait was called in a s:nall i:>asin nea~
.. Ye don't mean it?" gasped Harmon, with amazement. "Ye're Jake of water.
lrnntin' Cliff then tber same as we are?"
Here camp was brielly macle, and also at tbe same time an 1mpartant discovery came to h11nj.
"Yes.''
"What fer?"
A broad trail made by a cavalcade of men and horses was dif·
"To force a confession or explanation from him of a mysterious covered.
murder of which his own uncle, James Trnvers, of New York, bas
It pointed to the north.
been ad1uged guilty and who is now in prison awaiting his sentence
Harmon examined it carefully and finally, with great exuberan~,
or hanging about a year from now.
cried:
''Oh, this villain is a deep one. But I. have told you of that. rr,ys"It's good luck, friends, Tbat thar trail I believe was made by lh<!'r
terious murder and, as Heaven is my judge, I believe the victim of cowboys 111;' it leads to ther hills. It's over three days old, an' th<'f
that murder which was purposely thrown upon Travers was Rodman. haven't come back this way. I should think that tbe most or th ~\r
You see Cliff's object in throwing the murder upon Travers was to see men must be up there, in which ca~e Ranch V. will he alm.ost deserte.i.
bim hang and thus inherit his vast wealth.''
Oum on, boys, let's capture tiler bull place."·
1
For a moment af~er this statement silence reignecl.
With a cheer the Vigilants oprang to saddle.
Ap;>alled .with the magnitude of the villain's plot all remained siSoon they were or.ce more galloping over the prairie.
lent. But the mystery was cleared up at last.
Not two hours later, or in the middle of the afternoon, Harmon drew
All understood now exactly the deep game of Artemas Cliff.
his horse alongEide the Stearn Man and pointing to tile south cried:
But one sentiment reigned supreme in tbe breasts of all. Artemas
" Look yonder, Mr. ReMe. Do ye ste them lines of high groucd!
CJiff should be brought to justice.
Wall. jest this side ar ther Ranch V."
It was eaay ·enougb to see how the wretch in planning to win Bessie
A cheer went up from all.
_,,,Rodman had enticed Rodman to the East and there murderecl him.
"Begorra, it's Ranch Ours it'll be, if iver we get there," clecla-rn!
Then to kill two birds with one stone he had caused the awful crime Bar nay.
by clevsr circumstantial evidence to be thrown upon his wealthy uncle,
"Golly, won't dis be n. big 'sprise party fo' dat vilyun Clift;'' cried
Pomp.
James Travers.
Of course, with Travers' death, he would inherit the millions left by
Frnnk Reade. Jr., held the Steam Man at a steady stride, and ver1
soon the ranch came in sight.
him.
It was truly a most extensive e~tablishment.
Ralph Rodman was dead. The ranch was a heap of asheR.
For these crimes Artemas Cliff was responsible. But Bessie RodThe stockad" and buildings covered acres of ground. A great her1(
man we,s yet in bis power. Trnvers was near the gallows.
of cattle were feeding on tile open plains.
These two people must be saved.
The main ranch itself was surrounded by a high stockade, which.
Frank Reade, Jr., si:w the missio11,i as did H::.rmon.
would resist most any ordinary attack with small arms.
Iustiactively they clasped hands.
As the Vigilants and the Steam Man came swiftly rushing dowa
I reckon we both know what to do," declared 1.he Vigilant captain npon the place, a great commotion was seen to take place.
tersely. · " P'r'aps we kin work togetber. I'll help you all I kin."
Men rushed out into t be yards, horsemen went scurrying about,,
"And I will help you," replied Frank. •· We will bring Cliff to jus- and down came the stockade gate.
But Harmon and his men rode boldly down to the gate, and !Jeg:ut.
tice if the Steam Man can help us to do it."
" He will hang if I kin get my hands onto him." .
to assail it with axes.
"But we must make no mistake. He is strollgly 'lacked up. You
Wtiile Frank Reade, Jr., kept the Steam Man on an elevation ni>ar,
have only twenty-five men with you."
from which he wiLh Burney and Pomp, covered the work of invasiou
•·But they air all men," replied Harmon, pluckily.
by a hot fire with their Winchesters.
"I will not question that," replied Frank, "but tbe weight of numThe cowboys could not get upon the stockade to fire at tbe assailbers would defeat you. Cliff has several hundred men in his corn- ants for this reason.
Harmon's men therefore worked with perfect immunity.
manct."
··We're not afraid of 'em. Yet ye're right ennff. It's well fer us to
No more favorable time for an attack could have btJea chosen.
go easy."
There were but few of the cowboys in tho ranch, and these wer&
"It is well to be careful," said Frank. "I think :ha~ you had bet- picked off by the tire from the Stearn Mun as fast as they appeared (.;1
ter keep along with ue for a Lime."
the stockade.
With lusty Nies the vigilants chopped through the timbers of tit<~
''All right!"
"I think there is no doubt but that the voung girl whom Pomp saw gate.
in the hills was Bessie Rodman."
In a remarkably brief time a hole was cnt through and the gale
"Jn course it was her."
raised.
"They were taking' her to Ranch V. Do you know where it is?''
The Steam Man rushed into the yard, and in less · than tea mfo-
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uttis every cowboy in the place was a prisoner, and Rancll V. wae captured.
Walter Barrows, tile brave young stockmau, was tlie first to enter
th" main ranch.
The iastinct of a lover took him to tile chamber in which Bessie
Rndman was kept a prisouor.
He burst in the door and clasped tl.16 young girl in bis arms.
'fbat was a joyo:is rneeting.
When they aptJeared in the yard the vigilants cheered wildly. It
was a brilli1.tnt victory.
Ranch V. was captured.
'l'he stronghoid of tile outlaw Cliff, the den of villainy and vice,
was captured.
lt did not require much time for them tJ reach a decision as to what to tlo.
•
"Every building must be laid low!" cried Harmon. "Put the torch
to every accursed timber.
'l'he cry was taken up anc! spread from hp to lip.
ln haste torches were procured. Harmon l.Jimself lit the first, and
Wai! about to apply It to a b~ilding.
But Ile did not do so.
A thrilling incident stopped him. A lond cry went up.
"Tile cowboys! tlley are coming! To arms everybody! There
comes Cliff a~ tlleir llead !"
Every eye was turned to the plain beyond the stockade.
'l'here was no disputrng the truth. Cliff and his gang returning
from the hills had come just in time.
It would be folly now to l.Jurn the ranch.
Han!lon Beeing the desperate exigency dropped the torch, aw! crie1I:
"To the stockade! It's for life or cleat,h, boys. Fight to the last!"
But tLie command was not necessary. Already the brave Vigilauts
were at their posts.
Cliff with bis small army of followers came ou at 11 swinging ga'llop.
He could see that the raucb was Ill the possession of a foe.
'l'lJis inflamed his wratll , and, with lou ,1 curses and yells, be rode
down in the van of bis followers.
Fra11k Real.le, Jr. , had taken iu the situation at a glance.
He knew that it would be 11at!y impossible for the score of vigilants
to hold those tbree hundred desperadoes long at bay.
It would meal! the eventual massacre of every vigilant. This Frank
wished to avoid .
The young inventor had induced Bessie Rodman to seek refuge in
~agou. ·otherwise, she would certainly fall into the hands of the
foe again.
Fra-nk started the Steam Man ahead, and went down to the stocknde. He made the vigilantes a l.Jasty addres&.
·•Nothing will be gained by holding this place," he declared, witl.J
force. " •You cannot do it. Tile odds are too great."
.. But we cannot surrender," cried Harmou, " O.!ld how can we
rut rnat?"
·•Easily enough," replied Frank, "there is a rear gate. Open it
and cut out upon the prair:e."
" But they may overtake us?"
"It is your only hope. ·You'll have to work lively, for they are tryin~ to surround tlJe stockade. I'll cover your retreat easy enough."
Harmon saw that Frank was right.
He did uot pause to argue the point further. With quick com1na11ds he caused his men to fall back.
'l'he stockade gate in the rear was opened just in time, and the vigilante rushed out upcn the prairie:
.
They set out at a mad gallop for the distant bills.
'l'l.Je cowboys with mad cries followed. But they met with quite a
~rious obstacle in their pursuit.
""'Phe- Steam Ma!! kept exasperatingly between them and the vigilants.
From the rear loopholes of the wagon Barney and Pomp kept up a
steady fire witl.J the Winchesters.
Nearly every shot emptied a sa1hlle, and despite th eir superior numbers, the cowboys soon found it bette1· and safer to keep well out of
1·:iuge.
'l'he pursuit lasted for ~eu miles. Then the ·horses of IJoth parties
became fagged and they were C<>mp.illed to halt.
But Harm on'ti men, by dim or carerul work, got their horses into
the fastn esses of the hills. Here t.l!ey felt more secure.
'l'l1e Steam Man I.Jud WP.II covered t he retreat of th e vigilants. B1tt
darl;ness was now coming on a nd a serious question presented itself
tb Frank Reatle, Jr.
'l'o remain where they were for the night would be to incur the risk
or a midnight :tttack from the cowboys.
This might result seriously.
AL least Frank was disposed to evarle ii.
He consulted with Harmon, and the res ult was an arrangement
which it was believed would be better for all.
1u the .fastnesses of thP. hills Hnrmon felt sanguine of holl!iug his
own agamst the cowboys.
Therefore it was decided that the Steam Man s!Jould leave the vic1111ty and go far enough away over the prairie to make sure of safety
fo1· the night.
.
Accordingly Frank left the vicinity and sent the Man striding over
thA plain in tile dusk of evening.
'l'tiere was no vis ible indication that the cowlJoys ietended to pursue.
They bad apparently irone into camp not live miles distant.
Frank kept on with the Steam M1.1n until twenty miles had been
cv.-cred.
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Then he came to a bait.
It.seemed as if they must feel safe here. Accordingly, arrangements
were made for passing the night.
A comfortable seat was arrange<! for Bes.3ie Rodman and, much exhausted by the fatigue of her experiences, she quic1dy fell asleep.
But tears bad wet her cheeks and trembled on her eyelashes. Frank
had told her of her father's death.
"Oh, I fear it is more tbau I can bear." she declared, in agony of
spirit. "My dear, dear father. Oh, if I were a man, bow I would
avenge him!"
:
"Tb.ere are plenty to do lhal," replied Frank, cheeringly. •·The vii·
lain shall surely pay for his evil l:!eeds."
"I hope it may come to pass," she said, sin erely.
Then she dropped oil to sleP.p. But even as she slept, deadly peril
hung over her young and beautiful head.
CHAPTER IX.
MISTAKE.
FRANK READE, JR., felt. comparatively safe as he rolled himself up
in a 1.Jlanket and went to sleep. He did not believe that tile villain, ·
Cliff, woultl be uble to molest them that night.
It was Barney's first watch.
The Hibernian, until midnight, kept a good lookout in the cage.
Then he calleu Pomp to succeed lliin .
The darky kept a good lookoot until the early morning hours.
The darkness was most intense.
At about this time Pomp expei·ienced a (]eadiy faintness at the pit
of the stomach and a great longing for water.
His thirst became most consuming, audit seemed as if he must, at
any cost, gratHy it.
But he fouud, upon looking in the tank, that it was empty.
There was not · a gill of cold water in the wagou. Pomp grew Buber
with this d11mpenin~ reflection.
"I jes' linl< if I had a bit of watah I would be a' right," he muttered; " but how •Jbher am dis niggah gwlue fo' to get it, dat'R what I'd
like to know."
Pomp went. to the steel screen and tried to penetrate the darkness.
He lrnew t.hat uot ten yards distant wer.e the waters of a small
creek. He could hear them rippling now.
It was (Jirectly at variance with !)Is orders to open the cage door.
Yet it seemsd to Pomp as if he must do so.
The risk dill not seem great.
There seemed little likelihood of the proximity of a foe.
Pom1J felt certain that he could reach the creel\, get his drink, and
get baCI\ safely to the wagon.
He was sorely tempted. The desire was most powerful.
"Golly!" he mut:ered, with a wry face. " What am I gwine fo' to
do? I don' beliehe dar's any danger ob going out dar, hut if Marse
Frank knew it l.Je'd !ix me putty quick. Sakes alibe! hut what am a
chile gwine fo' to do? I am mos' dyin' fo' a drink ob wMah."
Pomp thought of awakening Barney and enlisting his aid.
But he rellected that the Celt would be certain to disagree with his
scheme.
There was no other way but to assume the responsibility himself.
Pomp drew a deep breath.
Then he fell to listening,
All was silent as the gr.ave.
•· Sbo!" he muttered. "Dar ain't no danger at all. I'll jest bab
dat watah as suah as I'm born."
He quickly slid back the bolt in the door and opened it.
•
Th!)n he stepped out of the wagon. In another moment he glided
down to the water's edge.
Pomp flung himself !lat and began to drink of the creek water.
But he had not taken one drink when he became aware of an appalling sensation. He turned bis head and glanced back at th8 Steam
Man.
The lantern hanging in the cage showed the open door and all as
plain as day. But, great heaveuR! What did he see!
Dark forms were swarming about the machrne. ' One as already in
the:wagon.
·
Pomp saw this much, and then his attention was claimed by another
matter. He suddenly felt a heavy body descent! upon him and talon
lingers clutched 111s throat.
¥
In that flash of timt Pomp had turned partly over.
He was just in t1me to see the flash of a knife blade. He made a
convulsive upward blow, and grasped the wrist or his unknown as·
sail ant.
By the merest chance the death blow had been averted.
But it was a close call.
'l'ben with a herculean effort Pomp rolled over the edi;e of the hank,
and the next moment, with a powerful swing, he had brougl1t himself and assailent in Lo the water of the creek.
'l'he sudden hath caused Pomp's adversary to relax his grip.
'l'he darky bad no further motive for continuing tile struggle,
and striking out swam for the opposite hank.
He clambered out or the water, and crawled il!tO a thicket.
'!'here he lay s~1ivering, aud witnessed a thrilling scene upon the
oLhP.r bank of the creek.
The occupants of the wagon had nil been aroused, and were every
one prisonl)rs, in the power of Cliff and hii! cowboyR.
'l'he outlaw had managed to cover the twenty miles, skillfully following the trail by means of a dark lantern.
He had been hovering with his minions at.out the Steam Man, jus~
as Pomp comm,i:ted the in<jiscreuon of leaving the door open.
POMP'S
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01 course it was an easy natter for the cowboys to board the wagon
and make prisoners or all on board.
The glee or Chff was beyo1rd expression.
He danced a nd clapped his hand$ with tiendish joy. He pinched
Bessie's arms until slle ecreamed, with agony, and with brutal laughter
roared:
"Oh, I'll make ye all dance. Ye tboug ht ye'd git away from me,
tlid ye, gal ? I'll show ye that ye can't get away from Artemas Cliff:
Ha. ha, ha! What 11. good joke."
He laughed uproariously.
" All mine," he continued. "Aud this Steam Mau, this wonderful
invention, is just what I want. I can travel around in great style.
Oh, Mr. Frank Reade, Jr., I'll dance on you!· g rave ye t. "
"Mo nster!" cried Fran I,, wrllhing in Ins honds. "You'll never
1
succeed. A righteous God will never permit it."
The villain gave his men carte blanche to make camp and indulge
in a carousal.
Th ey did so until daybreak, and then Cliff stated that it was his
purpose to go hack to Ranch V.
I t did not take him long to understand the mechanism of the Steam
Man.
He quickly found out how to use the throttle reins. He was aided
by t he fact that be had once been a locomotive engineer.
With the early morning light tbe start for Ranch V. was mad e.
And Pomp, wet and shivering and horrified , crouched in tbe thicket
upon the bank or the creek, saw the Steam Man and bis frie1hl s, all
/
in the power of the foe, take depart!!!'~When they had gone Pomp came out of his hiding· place.
"Golly!" be muttered, will.I distended eyeballs, "I jes' fink dis nigger hall done de berry awfulest ting eber •known. Dar am only one
way fo' Pomp to sahe his lionor, au' <!at am to !ix some way to rescue
Marse Frank an' all ob de odders, a n' I'll do it if I ca n."
Pomp was very mnc'l rn earnes t.
He was a brave and g enerous fellow, am! willing at any time to sacrifice his life for hiB' master.
In some manner he mu st certainly vindicate himself. He crossed
the creek again and sto d upon the &pot where the Steam Man bad
beer..
_
Of course the machine was out of si!!ht by t.his time, but neverth eless, Pomp took the trail and proceeded to follow it.
For some liours he trudged on over the prairie. All the while the
d arky was revolving in his mind ~ome plan for tl:e relief of his friend s.
He was bouud to admit that it was a puzzle. Yet be did not lose
hope.
The hills were every moment becoming plainer. Already Pomp hacl
CQ\'ere<1 live of the twenty miles.
Tl:e darky was a good walker, and no distance was too great for his
t rained muscles.
The sun was beginning to run high in the hllavens, and a brisk
breeze blew across the prairie.
Pomp kept on steadily.
The trail kept on toward the hills, and the sagacious darky reflected
tlJat Clitl' was likely going to join the main body of his men.
"Ijes' link I cnn see what dat rascal am up to," muLtered Pomp.
" He am jus' tco sh a rp to let de game slip him once he gits his clutches
onto it. He am jus' goin' fo' to ta ke de Steam Man to his Raner, V.,
and dar's wliar dis darky muot go an' try fo' to work some leetle plan
to' to rescue Frank Read e, Jr., an ' de odders. Dat am a fac'."
With this logical conclusiQn Pomp trudged on.
He was now on the last live miles or his journey to the hills. The
sun was Jong past the noon hour when Pomp, by clint of rapid walking, had made the hills.
·There was no sign visible of the Steam Ma n or of the com boys.
Bilt Pomp saw that the trail continued around the base of the hills.
This puzzled the darkey a moment.
He pa•Jsed and scratched his head in deep thought.
"Dat am a drefl'nl queer thing," he muttered. "Dat ain't de way
to go to Ranch V, if l'se right in mah conjeckshun."
Th en he pauaed, and a Eght or comprehens10n broke across his face.
A distant sound had come to his hearing. It was the faint rattle or
fire-arms far up in the I.ills.
"Golly!" he ejaculated. "I see de trick ob dat berry sharp fox,
Artemus Clift He am ~wine fo' to gib de Vi~ilnnts a g ood lickin'
afore he goes to Ranch V. Dat am jus' my bes' way for to jine Marse
Harmon .an' bis men, an' help dem trasll t he cowboys."
Pomp's micd was made up.
He would join the vigilants and do his hest to give the cowboys a
good drubbing. He at once struck into the hills.
But alas for Pomp!
Luck seeme1 against the darky for the time being. He had not
more :.han fairly entered a narrow pass when an appalling incident
occurred.
.
The air was suddenly broken by wild yells, and in an instant he was
surrounded by hall a huni:lred painted savages, who burst from niches
and crevices in the rocks about.
They pounced upon him, and before Pomp had even time to think
of resistance he was a prisoner.
The savages swarmed about him like bees. Words cannot express
Pomp's dismay at this turn.
His eyes bulged, and his knees shook as with the ague.
" Fo' de good Lor' dis am dretful !" he groaned. " l'se. done lo' dis
time, an' dar am nobody to rescue Maree Frank!"

It was truly a dutiious outlook. The savages were of Black Buffalo's
gang of Sioux, and t.hey seemed much elated at getting the prisoner
once more into their clutches.
They chatt€recl and gesticulated like a fiock of :nagpies, and ~ o m e
or them approached Pomp with their tomahawks as though they wo11hl
fain make an end of him then and there.
But th e others held them hack and an excited wrangle fellowed.
All this while Pomp was writhing in his Mnds. In vain he tr ied to
break th em.
·
For some while the savages wrangled. Then a compromise Wllff
made and Pomp was picked up bodily, andt carried through the pass
and into a small glade among some trees.
Here he was tied to a tree and a great heap of fagots were piled at
his feet.
With a chill of horror, the darky saw that the savages meant to
take hi s life iu a horrible manner.
He was to suffer de:Lth in th e Hames. Pomp felt sick and la i11t.
Bnt evec in that moment he thought not of him se lf, hrarn tell ow, llut
of Frank Reade, Jr., an<l th e others.
" Golly sakes, whoetiber am gwine fo' to salJe Mari'e Fr:tu k, UQl'l?"
be groa ned.

CHAPTER X.
i:_o wEP..
ARTE MUS CLIFF shouted in e'vil glee and triumph as he manipul ated
thr Stea m Man and let him out for a swirl run across the prairie.
He amused himself by racing wi th his follo wers who were on horseback.
"By jingo!" he roared, "this is more fun than I ever had before.
Why this beats I.he steam-cars all to smash. And it's a ll mine. \Vl1y
I can travel lik& a prince now. Ha-ha-ha! l'm th e luckiest man 0 11
earth."
He turned and lixGd a glowering gaze upon Bessie Rodman.
"And ye're mine ~oo," he cried, "the lily of the prairie. The hn1111v
life companion or Artemud Cliff. When I get my hands octo U. cle:
Jim Travers' millions. we'll Lravel the world over, my daii;y."
Bessie did not appear to heed his wortls, ~hough her fac e increased
a trifte 111 its pallor.
"Monster!" cried Frank Reade, Jr. , with intensity. " You wilt
never succeec'. Heaven will not permi t it."
" Heaven don't have much to do with me," cried the villain, - ~
a lurid oath. " Tue devil has heen a good friend or mint\ a nd I ain't
afraid of his place either."
"Begorra, they wudn't have ye e\'fln there," cried Barney. "Yl".&.
are too wicked for avill that place."
"Oh, ho, Irish, you've go'!: your tongue, eh?" cried Clift; with a
vicious laugh. "So ye think I'm to'> !>ad, eh?"
"Be me sow!, thur cudn't he a place too bad for yez!"
"I'll have a nice littl& hades tixed fer yer right on this earth an.•
I'll give ye a fair taste of it in advance, too," sa id the vill ain , vengl!fully.
" Arrah, yez can't scare me at all, at all." he retorted. "Yer
thr~ats are ;ist th e same ns a pu ppy dog's bark."
"You'll !ind that I'm the kind of a dog that bites," averred the
villain.
·
"It's not me that cares fer yer bites."
•· We'll see about that. Don't blow your horn too soon. "
"Begorrn, that's ' good advice !er yersilf, ye blatherskite? Av [
on'y had me two hands t.> use now l'd baste tlle rascali ly out av y~
or !'ti make a good job fer ther undhertaker."
"Talk is cheap," sneered the \'illain. '' Ye't.! better - save yP.r ....,.wind."
___,
•·It's yersilf as uades it most," said Barney, boun:l to have th~ l~tst
word.
ClifI evidently found Barney's tongue equal to his own, for he a l•andoneLI the conversation in a sullen fashion.
Bessie Rodman made no attempt at speech.
She sat silently in one corner or the wagon.
Frank Reade, Jr., also remained silent.
The twenty miles were quickly covered by the Steam Man. H was
yet far from the coon hour when they arrived at the camp or the pr~
(
vious night.
The cowbows in full force were there, and as Cliff appeared with t ha
Steam Man, they made the welkin ring witb yells of delight and sati.9faction.
All crowded around to examine the steam wonder and inspect it.II
mechanism.
The prisoners looked out upon a sea of faces. They were not kintl!J
regarded by the cowboys.
"Take 'em our anti suoot 'em, Clift'!" cried a voice in th e crowd.
"Give 'em twenty paces and a grave seven feet deep."
But Cliff refused to do this.
"Leave it to me!" he cried. "I've got a better plan."
" What is it?" was the cry.
"I want ye all to be ready in half an hour to go into the hills an'
corner Harmon an' his gang. There must not one ol the VJg1la.nt.1
go out ol here alive."
"Hurrah:" yelled the cowboys.
"We can give them the worst thrashin' they ever hacl."
- "In course we can."
"In regard to these prisoners, the gal is going to be my wife. The
others I'm going to have some fun with ctown to the ranch. We'll
have a ratJbit chase with 'em, or something or the kinll."
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"Good!" yelled the mob, carried away with the plan.
Thus the fate or the priaoners was decided lly thefr captors. But
lb~ question of attack upon the vi~ilanLs was now the one in order.
Preparations were at once made for cornering Harmon and his hermc little lJand.
~veral partied of cowboys were dispatched to hem! off any possible
.
attempt at escape from the hills.
Harmon's men were certainly hemmed in on all sideR, and it was a
JDOl!t dubious outlook for them.
'The exultation of the cowlloys was lleyond expression.
"We've got 'em dead sure!" cried Cliff, triumphantly. "Not a one
on •em can possibly escape."
'fbe cowboys now began to close the line in about their prey.
A pass was found through which the. Steam Man was taken, and to
a point' within easy range of ~be position held by the Vigilants.
Harmon had chosen an elevated position on a kind of small tablelm;d or plateau.
Here behinll bowlders he bad concentrated his forces. The position
'WNJ not a ball ooti to defend.
To charge upon 1t the cowboys Would have to ascend a height of
·
1ifly feet or more ill the fucc of a strong tire.
:But this sacrifice of men Cliff did not . intend to make, at least not
11l once.
'Ihere were other points of Yantage about, which the cowboys quickly
UJnk possession or.
From these a desultory fire waa kept up with the Vigilanls with
'&Orne loss upon both sides.
But Harmon's men could not very well withstand any loss what·
'llH!r. 'rbis the cowboys cculd st.atHl better.
Tbe Steam Man, howllver, could advance Lo very close proximity
11>ith the Vigilants, and those on board were safe from any sl.Jots of
retaliation.
'l'hi~ made it bad for Harmo11 for he had no way of checking this
most destructive ti re.
It was a most galling thing for Frank R1>ade, Jr., to remain idle and
his invf'ntion ased in such a manner.
He groaned aloud with h~rror an<I dismay. Barney did the 'same.
•\()ti, if I could only free myself," declared tl.Je young i11ventor.
•• Begorra, I wish I cud do that same," muttered Barney.
Cliff and the threP. cowboys with him i11 the cage were doing their
best to shoot every Vigi!ant who exposed himself.
i...-..---They were thus so deeply engrossed that they paid no specia! beed
1.o the prisoners for the time.
Barney, quick-witted Irishman, notlld this fact.
.At a fa1•orable moment he leaned over and wl.Jispereil to Frank:
"Bejabers, Misther Frank, I think I know av a way to turn the
tables on them blasted omadhonus."
"Tbll 1leuce!" gasped Frank. " What is it, Bnr11ey?"
"WhishL now an' work quiet, me gossoon!" whigpered Barney.
•• I'll lay down ferninst the side here an' yez kin turn yer wrist~ LO·
ward me mouth an' me tellth are no good av I dou;t cut them iu two
l>efore so very fong."
Frank experienced a thrill.
" Can you do it, Barney?"
"Av <;ourse I ki11."
•• But if they see us--"
"They'll mver do tnat. Be aisy now, me gosaoon, an' roight on
the shelf there there's a knoife an' yez kin cut my bonds at the same
loime. Thin we kin take care av ther lour av Ll1im. I'll Lake ~wo
mesilf."
" Aud I'm good for the other twv or I'll die!" muttered ~'rank .
,....,_ ••.All right, Barney, do your best."
I will that."
hut at tbis moment Bessie- Rodman leaned for·w::ml, and in a soft
·
trbisper said:
" Wait! Tllere is a quicker way."
Frank and Bari:ey were astonished.
"Wllat?" excl11imed the young iuventor.
By way of reply Bessie drew both han1ls from bel11nd ter.
They were free. Tbere were livid lines upon the fair wrists, whern
Uie cruel throDgs h11<I cut in.
But the shapely hands were so small that Bessie had bee11 enable1l
&o slip them through the hoccs and free them.
Up to this moment neither Frank nor Barney bad looked upon tbe
young girl as more than the ordinary wPak woman.
That is to say, they h11d not given her cretlit ror the amount of uerve
·
·
11he possessed.
But they were given ample evidence of it now.
Quick as a flash, and with commendable resolution, she reached
ov1>r hnd seized the knife upon the sh.ilf.
It was but a moment's work !or her to cat Frank's bonds. As they
1n11pped, the young inventor took tbe knife and quickly cut Barney's.
Their captors were at the loop-holes tiring, and hi.d not seen ~his
:move.
Nothing could have worked better.
Frank picked up a club, and Barney an irnn bar. Nol.Jody can
.handle a weapon of the sort l>etter than ail Irishman.
•· Whurrop! bad cess to yez fer a pac1rav omodhouns," cried B11roey, dealing one of the cowboys a crashing blow on tbe head.
Before one could think, the iroc bar came down upon the bead
of anotber. Both sank senseless to the tioor of tlie w11gon.
Frank Reade, Jr., had knocked Cliff senseless. Only one of the
fun was left, and be was quickly knocked 011:.
Jn a twinkli1:g, as iL were, the tables w~re turned.
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Barney and Frank Reade, Jr., were now masters or the Steam Man
once more. The irrepressible Irishman pulled the whistle valve and
sent up a shriek of defiance and triumph.
'l'hPil Frank Reade, Jr., swung open the wagon door.
"Tb row them out!" he cried; "all but Cliff."
Barney obeyed the- command. The three cowboys were quickly
dumped out upon the ground.
But Cliff was allowed to remain. The villain lay insensible in the
bottom of the wagon:
Frank was 11bout to bind him, when an imminent peril claiming bis
immediate attention prevented him.
The cowboys were aware of the turning of the tables in the wagon.
With mad yells they were rushing forward in o. body to surroun
the Steam Man. Unless immediate action was made they would sue
ceed.
Frank knew well the danger of this move.
It would be an ea@y matter for tbe cowboys to rain the invention b
11 single blow. There was but one way, and that was to beat a retreat.
Barney seized bis repeater and began tiring into tbe crowd of cow
boys. Fran I; opened the throttle and soot the Steam Man up tbe 10cline toward the stronghold of the vigilants.
or course the latter bad seen and understood all.
'!'bey embraced the opportunity to pour a flank tire into the ranks of
the cowboys. IL was a moment or thrilling sort, but the Steam Man
setJmed to lul'l'e the best of it wben a tbrillmg incid!'nt happened.
CHAPTER
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IN ano:.her moment the Steam M11n would have been in Lhe ranks
of the vigilants.
It would tmve been a great poi•1t scored. for Cliff woulcl then be a
prisoner ancl the way to save Jim 'l'r ivers from the gullows would
have been paved.
But iL was not to be.
'fhe villain had comet') in the meanwhile, but cunning rascal that
be was, had laid inanimate in t!:e bottom oft tlie wagon.
Ile lmd seen all that w11s going on, and wJ\en he saw that the Sream
Man was certl\in to escape h~ knew that only desperate aci.iou upon
his part would save him now.
. .~ccordingly while Fra111;: and Barney were occupiAd nt their posts,
he made a -sudden lightning- leap for the door ih the cage.
Unfortunately Barney had int lasteued it.
, A litfla scream of war!!in!!: came from B~esie, but it was too late.
Tile villain flung open the door and sprung out.
HA tumbled heels over head down the decline.
This was partly done on purpo1.1e!to avoid 11ny bullets sent after him.
But none struck him, and he was the next moment in the ranks or
/
bis men.
Frank turne\] ju&t in time to see the d11ring escape.
The young inventor's disappointment was so great that .he came
near leaving the wagon to· pursue the villain.
"Begorra, 11v the r di vii.ain't go1: claue away entoirely!" cried B11rney
·
in di~may.
" I'm sorry," returned Frank. "But take the precaution now,
Barney, to bolt that door."
Barney complied with alacrity.
'l'hen he was obliged to return Lo his poit, for 'l;e enemy were I hick
in the rear.
But the next moment the Steam !\fan top11Ad the rise.
A volley from the Vigi!ants drove the cowboys back for t.be time.
Then Frank Reade, Jr., brought the machine to a bait upon the
plateau.
The Vigilanls were wild with delight, and crowded about the Steam·
Man. Frank Reade, Jr., opened the door and descend!ld among them.
In an instant Harmon was by his side and bad gripped his bai:;d.
"God bless ye, Mr. Reade!" cried the whole.souled plainsman
"It's like takin' th A paw of one brought back from the dea']. Dog
dast it, but I'd given ye up entirely wben I see that your Steam Man
was in the hands or that coyote. It's all like a kind of miracle."
"I think we may congratulate ourselves," said Frank, "but do yoa
know that we are in a tight box?"
"Nobody knows it better," declared Harmon.
"I doubt if we pull out of it.".
"What kin we do?"
"Is there no 11venue open for retreat?" asked Frank.
"Not a one."
"Then we can only •stny here and tight to tloe last. Of corroe 1
might be able LO eluda them with the Steam Man, but I'd never tr_
that while any of yonr band nre left."
"P'raps it would be ther IJest way." said Harmon, generously.
"At {east you could save the gal. It don't mai.ter so much.11bout us.
We're only rough men, and 11ot a one of us afeared to die."
"You are heroes!" cried Frnuk, with fervor, •·and if I should desert you, I would forswear my honor as a man. No, the Steam Man
·
will stay here and tight for you until the last, depend on it.
"In course we need your hel1>." replied Harmon. "Mebbe we'll
whip tiler skunks yet."
"We'll try it."
"Begorra, that we will," cried Barney. "Whurroo! av' I only had
a good whack at that baste av' a Cliff now I'd sphoil his lieauty
roriver." ·
Walter Barrows and Bessie h:i.d been holding a joyful conrereaee.
But now the order went up:

'Every man to his poat. Tho enemy are coming."
here were no delinqu.ints. Not one in tlrnt lleroic little band llung
k.
twas true that the foe were coming again to th e attack.
itb Cliff leading them th ey were. Cl!arging fltriously up the bill.
the V1gilants stood firm a nd ,!!ave them a raking voller.
or a mom ent they wavered. Then, once more t hey Cllme on.
lifl's voice could be heard as he ralli ed t hem.
'C!Irse ye, go on up thar allll kill the hull crew of 'em!" he
le.t "Don't let on e of them escape alive ! Kill 'em, every one,
don't give any quarter!"
"It may
'We'll see abont that," muttered Frank Reade, Jr.
be so easy to do all that, Mr. Cliff."
rank and Barney, from tli eir position aboard tbe Steam Man,
uld pour a terrible fir e into the ranks of the fo e.
It was a terrible battle!
The cowboys were m o ,~ ed jown li ke !!;min before the sickle; yet
ey did not waver, but came on faster.
E very moment they drew nearer the top of the rise. If they surunded it the sequel woald be brief.
Overpowering m:iscles would quickly tell t he story, and the little
nd or vigilants woul d be wiped out of existence.
It was, without doubt, Cliffs purpose to gi ve no quarter. A wbole•
le madsacre would be the result.
Th e Vigil ants were now fighting for their lives. As well die facing
,1e foe as with back turned. Every man was resolu te in this.
But the tremendous body of men swep t over the r:ae and gained the
lateau. In a twir;kling the Vigilants were surro•tnded, and it seemed
s ir no power would intervene to save them from sure and total exnction .
Frank Reade, Jr., took in the s ituation at a glance, and cried depuirin g ly:
"Barney, we are lost! Ou r end bus come, and we are as good as
end men al ready!"
P oor P omp saw no way out of the awful situation rn which be was
laced.
Death in it s most a wful fo rm was upon him.
A wofse rate could not be imagined.
'l'he savag es piled the brushwood about him, and danced with
e.m oniac )'ells auout the pilP.
If Pomp could have turned pale, he would have been whiter than
halk a t that moment.
.But for all 1his, the darky's fears were even now more or his friends
ha n for him self.
·•Golly Massy!" he chattered, shivering like on e with the agu-;;.
Yere !Me gwin e fo' to be
' \Vhatebber will be de end ob all dis.
urned to ueath, a nd Mar8e Frank in de clutches ob dat rascal Cliff,
n' nobody to rescue him. Oh, goorl Lor' it um drefful."
It was indeed a dreadful th ing.
But Pooip was certainly powerless. High er the brushwood was
eaped, an d then one of the savages advanced wi th a torch.
In a mom en t be had applied it to the pile.
Tbe dry wood burned like tinder. In an ins tant g reat !la mes sprar.g
p.
·But hey were at the edge of the pile. However, Pomp felt their
eat and they would soon reach him.
The poor darky was nearly i11 sane with a fr enzy or desperation.
The savages now bogun a fi endish dance a bout the pile. They
eaped and ran, and swung their tomahawks and made hideous faces
t their victim.
But fate had not ordained that this was to be. Pomp's end.
Even while death seem ed certain, rescue was close at hand.
Suddenly there smote u pou the air the rin;r of horses' hoofs, and a
nick sharp order, followsd by the crash of carbines.
Indians fell in heaps before that volley. A panic resulted and the
ext moment through the smoke Pomp saw tile gleam of uniforms,
ud knew that a body of United States cavalry had happened upon
·
the syot just in the nick or time.
The da rky was beside.himself wi th the realization.
:
He tried to break his bonds, and cried
" Sabe me, sogers-s ube Pomp! He am gwme fo' suah to burn to
death er yo' :Jon' sabe him!"
But the call was not necessary.
Through the s moke sprnn11: two dismountecl. soldiers. In a twinkling th e burJJing brush was kicl\ed aside, and Pomp's bonds were cuL.
Then tbe dark"y was face to face with a tall, handsome young
,
officer.
'l'he In dians had been dispersed and the fi g ht was over.
•· I am Col. Cl ark, o! th e United States Seventh Cavalry," said the
yo ung olllcer. "Who nre you ?''
"I am Pomp!" was the uarky's prompt r eply.
The officer smiled.
"Well, who do you bel ong to?"
" I belongs to Marse Fraak Rende, Jr.," replied Pomp, with emphasis. " I'se a free nigger, but 1 goes wberehher Marse Frank goe8
jest de same."
"Oh, I see," replied the officer ; "well, whe re is )·our master just

The young colon el liatene<l with deep interes t. and t.hen when apprised of the fact that the Steam Man a nd its passengers were in the
ha nds of Cliff, he cried, excitet1ly:
"By Jupiter! that man Clitl is just the chap I am after. Word
was broug ht to the fort some Lime ago of a den of thieves up here with
a re!ld<'zvous called Ranch V. Do you kn ow of it?"
"Golly sakes, Mnrse colonel," cried Pomp, excitedly, "yo' kin jest
bet I tl nes ! J es' yo' find de cowt>oys and rescue Marse Frank and he
llone s h0w vo' where t1e Ra nch V. are."
"It s halibe clon e if we are able," said Colonel Clark.
He turned to l11 s men who were scattered about the vicinity, having
bee n en gag<1d in !lri•ing the savages out of the valley.
But tl1e l.Jm;le quickly recalied them.
A spare horse was brought forward for Pomp and tbe1i the cavalrymen in solid body rode out of the valley.
As they struck the prairie below, the distant sounds of firing came
to their ears.
It was th e din of the conflict between the Vigilante and the cowhoys. Aided by th e 11ou11ds Colonel Clark was able to gallop straight
to th e scen e.
Throug h a pass in the hills they reached tbe plateau. They burst
upon the cowboys in the rear just at the critical 1uomen.t when it
seemed as if Harmo:i's heroic little band was doomed.
I t required bu t a glance for Clark to take in the situation.
Whirlin11: his sabre aloft he spurred his horse forward with the tbrillin l! comman d :
· •Forward ! Charge!"
CHAPTER XII.
THli: FORTUNES OF WAR.

J usT nt I.hat mom ent when utter destruction threatened the brave
little hand of v1 g1lants the U. S. soldiers came upon the scene.
Nothing could have been more opportune.
Jt was th e saving 'bf tbe day . The emotions of nil at sight of the
gli ttering uniforme may be im agined.
A great shout o! triumph went up. A yell of dismay came from
th e COWhO}'S.
Tb~n followed the rattling of steel and the flash of sabte blades.
Before that charge wha t force could stand?
Backward th e followers of Artemus Clitf were forced.
In vain 1be villain tri ed t.o rally them. They would not respond.
Th e od ds were too g reat. and they broke and lled in wild confusion. The 11 ex 1. momen t P omp dashed up the incline an<1 dropped
from his horsA alm ost a t Frank Reade, Jr's, feet.
"Bress de Lor', Mnrse Frank," he cried ecstatically. "Yo' am
ali\1e an' WAil, un' dis nigger ha\J hronght yo' a rescu e nfLah all.
P 'raps yo' forgib me fo' lealiin' de Steam Man when I hadn't ought?"
" You are forgiven, Pomp!" ~ried Frank, lightly. "I might have
done th e same thing myself. I am glad no harm came to you. I had
given you up."
"'Deed no, Marse Frank!" cried the delighted durky. " I is too
1
bad fo' to die. Hi dar, l 'ish, I is glad to see you!"
"Well, if it ain't the naygur!" cried Barney, with a wild rush at
P omp. " Whurroo, its glad I a m to see yez onct more alive an' well!
Bejabers that's so!"
Th e two frienas embraced warmly. Then Colonel Clark rode up
and saluted all.
" lt seems that you've been having a bit of a sq1iall here," he declared, ''but at any rate you've vanquished the enemy."
"With your timely assistance," replied Frank. "But I believe we
are not strangers, colonel."
"Frank Reade, Jr., the inventor!" cried Clark, springing frorr. the
saddle and eeizing Frank's hand. "Woll, now, I'm glad to eee you.
But come to think of it, your colored man mentioned the name of
Frank Rend e, but I never dreamed that it waR you-"
" It is nohody el;;e," replied Frank with a laugh. "And I well remember you."
"And I do you," replied Clark. "I was once one or an army commission to visit you and make you an ofl'er for one of your inventions
on a gu1 ?."

•

'.'You are right."
" You woulll not sell it."
"No," replied Frank. "I do not care to sell any of my Inventions.
They are for my own use. I will always, however, put them at the
dl• posal of the weak and oppressed."
"Truly a noble sentimeut," a!_{reed the colonel, "but I am anxious
to cnpture this man Cliff. Hello! what hnve you there? A !.{lant in
iron? On e or your new im•entious is it? Well, t hat beats all. "
With this Clark proceeded to make sn in spection or the Steam Man.
A great crowd of the newcomers were <loin!! the same.
lt wae an object of great wonderment. Frank showed its working
to the entertainment or a!l.
But Clill's men bnd not been so easily beaten us the savages.
They ll ad dis persed into the passes and were somewhat scattered,
but here they made a Rtand and resisted stubbornly.
It was necessary to dislodge them as quickly as possible.
At any moment they might avail themselvas of the fortuoes of war
and turn victory into defe nt.
So Clark quickly called his men together.
Only a bri ef rest was all tliat he would accord them.
now?"
1
"The bugle sounded "l.Joots and saddles," and every man was
" Goll y, fo r g oodn ess!" cried P om p, excitedly. , "He am m a heap
quickly mounted.
o b trubl.Jle, a n' yo' kin help him out of it. "
With this Pomp told Clack all about th e Steam Man a nd th eir mis - ', A pl a n w:is quickl y outlined between Frank Reade, Jr., and Col. ·
C\ar k.
sion io the West.

This was that the cavalry shoutd pursue an<l thoroughly rout the
cowboys, even going down lo Ranch V to etlt>ct its deatrnction.
The vigilants were to return home, and Lue cavalry wou:d see to the
' punishment of Artemas Clift.
Bnt the Steam Man was w rernam at u. point lJelow until the return
of the cavalry.
If pos3ible Cliff was to be capturnd alive a11<l a confession wrung
from his lips.
This plan bad heen agreed upon.
The vigilante were not wholly satisfied, yet (\id not demur.
Clark and his command dasbett away into the hills.
The vigilants and the Steam Man started for the open prairie.
This division of forces very soon proved to be an unwise and unfortunaLe thing.
The fortunes of war are proverbial for changes.
Strongly intrenched in the hills, Cliff's gang gave the soldiers a
disastrous battle.
In vain the plucky young colonel tri11d to dislodge them.
They fought like tigers, and having the advantage of location, actually decimated the cavalry one half in number.
Until nightfall, Col. Clark kept persistently waging the battle.
Then he begau to think of retreat.
But, to bis horror, be found that this was by no means as easy a
matter as he had fancied.
The foe had actually closed in upon him, ancl nearly every avenue
of retreat was closed.
He was literally surrounded by the foe.
".l\ly soul!" he muttered, iu deep surprise; "this is not very good
generalship on my part."
w:rnt was to be done?"
It was plainly impossible to diRlodge the foe.
'l'he little band of cavalrymen were now hardly adequate to cope
with the foe In their front.
It really seemed c.s if Cliff ha<l received' reinforcements. The
number of his band had in some mysterioas manner been increased.
Darkness was coming on rapidly.
Something must be done, and at once. Col. Clark racked bis brain
for an e~ediet!t.
Certainly they must extricate themselves from this pl()sitfon, and
without delay. Men w~re falling every moment about them, and the
enemy's line, like a cordon of death, was every momer:t drawing
tighter about them.
Cold sweat broke out upon the intrepid colonel's brow.
"My God!" he muttered. "Wha.t Is to be done?"
It wns a terrible question. They were literally in a trap or death.
Clifi' was aware of this, and his men made the air hideous with their
yells. Closer they crowded the line.
In this extremity Clark regretted having separated bimsp.lf from the
Vigilants and the Steam Mun.
But tins error bad been made, and it was too late to correct it.
But the brave colonel was not long without an expedient.
He cal1ed out one of his pluckiest privates, 11nd said:
11
Jason, do you want to undertake a ticklish job?"
"I'm ready, l:!ir," replied the private, with a salute.
"You know we are in a tight box?"
"Yes, sir."
11
We must have reinforcements or tbe enemy will surely get llJe
best of us."
" It looks that 1vay, sir."
"Now. I want you to try to get through the enemy's line. Look
fer the V!gilunts land the Steam Mun and LE.JI lhem to come lo our
aid. Then ride to the fort as fast as you can for a fresh squa:.l. 'l'ell
the officer In charge to send two hundre<l mounted men."
·
~"Very well, sir."
" Do you think yon can do this?"
"I will do it or I will not come back."
Clark knew that Jason meant just what he said.
A few moments later the courter for relief slipped carefully into tbe
shadows and was gon£i.
A prayer trembled on Clark's lips.
"I don'L cure tor myself," he muttered, "but I ..:annot benr t-0 see
my brave boys slaughtered like sheep."
Darkness now thickly settled down. Of course no fighting could he
done until the break of day.
But the cavalrymen wern not in a position to guarantee_ them much
rest.
Few of them dared to sleep, and then it was upon their arms.
As the night hours drugged by, Clark paced tbe ground upon the
outskirts of the camp and listened for some sign of the return of Jason.
He knew that it was not possible for the faithful courier to r.iturn
from the fort under two days.
But if the cavalry division was reinforced by the Vigilants and the
Steam Man they might be able to keep the foe at bay until the fresh
squad should arrive.
Thus the Jllucky young colonel clung to hope.
Time passed. It seemP.d an age to Clark before a sileat Shl\dowy
form slipped out of the gloom and into the camp.
As it drew nearer he recognized the courier Jason.
"Well, my man!" he said, @harply. •·You are back."
Jason saluted qmckly.
"Where are the rehforcements?"
"I did not Hnd them."
•· But-di<l l not tell you to ti5ld them?" beg:i11 the colonel, angrily

"Easy, colonsl," said Jason, resp c~[ully.
better thing, sir."
'·'What do you mean?"
"It's a good ways to the fort. You might be cut to pieces hf'f<
could return. I have found an avenue by which I thrnl' we ca
cape."
Clark's manner changed instantly.
·•You don't mean IL?" he exclaimed, excitedly. "What is it!"
Jusou drew nearer and lowered his voice in a mysterious manne
··Just over that pile of bowh!P-rs," he wb1spered, "1 found a
row passage through the mountain side. It is almost a Ct\V
for the t.op is so closely overhu11g with bushes. It's a close s4u
for the horses, but I think we ca11 all get through and out upu
prairie before daybreak." .
Col. Clark was intensely excited.
"Good for you, Jason!" he cried, in a joyful manner. "Aro
Put every man in his saddle wit
the camp, lrnt do it quietly.
ten minutes. You have solved our salvation, and you shall be p
moted."
Jason burrie<l away to tiu '.!le biddiug or tbe colonel.
In a brief space of time tb& camp was riroused.
The weary soldiers, worn out with Hghting, were only too glad
·
!earl\ of tlle possibility of an escape.
At once preparations were made to steal a march upon the ene
'l'be passage des~ribed by JaBon was found. It was necessary
Hrst pry aside a huge bowlder before passage could be made.
Into the passage the little band went, and one by one filell o
into tbe valley beyond.
i::lo skillfully was t.he move executed that the foe never dream
of it. Daybreak came, ;;;id Clitl' was furious to tind that bis inteull
vicl.ims had given !Jim the slip during the night.
' The cavalrymen had reached the prairie in safety, and gallop
away from the hills:
Clark knew that his only ar:d best move now was to return to L
fort for reinforcements.
He could not hope to do anything with the foe with rncb a me
handful of men.
Arcordingly, just as the sun appeared aho.Ne the horizon, the lilt
cavalcade, with its shattered ranks, g<1llo1>ed away across the plaiu.
No effort was made to search for the Vigilallts. .
Clark knew that even with their aid it would not be feasible to
battle to the cowboys.
Clearly it was necessary lo havo two hundred more men.
colonel set his lips veugefully.
"I will te~ch that desperado a lesson," he muttered. "He shall l
swept out of existenc;e together with his rascally crew, and before at
other week."
On over the prairie they galloped •,oward the fort.
And as they rode, thrilling advP.11lures were the lot of Frank Read
Jr., and his friends on board the ::itP.11m Man.
Let us, therefore, for a time, deviate here and
CHAPTER XIJI.
THE ABlJIJ CTION.

CHIEF HARMON or the Vi:.rilants was not wholly content to aband
the trail or the cowboys, just ht>re.
He Indulged in quite an argument with Frank Reade, Jr.
His remarks were not without l O!!ic.
"Why, only look at the sense or't.he thing," he declared.
no means possible that the soldiers are gorng- to have nn easy ti1
with Clift' and his men. They may tum the tables on them yet. I t
you it was a premature thmg for that colonel to do, to set us adrift
quickly."
"Yet he ought to know his own strength," said Frank.
"I c!on't believe he does."
"I cannot bnt feel that he Is doing I he right thing."
"I don't feel thnt way."
"Well, In case of defeat the stigma will not fall upon you."
"Ah, but that is not the idea. We must not let Cl iff defeat
If he does, be will defeat ns."
" What do you propose?"
"I nm not going hack home yet. We will make a camp down ber
on Willow Creek. When WP learn for a fact tna t Cliff has been 1Joa
up, then we will go home. Until then w~ are on duty."
Frank saw that Harn.on was right. He extended his hand an
said:
" I agree with yon."
''I knew ye won!(]," replied the Vigilant ll'u<ler. We can do thi
upon our own responsibility. You are LO wait for Clark at a poin
helow here, I believe?"
"Yes."
"v .. ry good. That point is on Willow Cre€k. We IVill accompan
you them."
It was night.fnll hefore Willow Creek was rPached.
In a convenient ~pot camp was made. The <iarkness became mos
intense in the vicinitv.
Camp-fires were matte and ~uards posted.
The fires in tae furnace of the Steam Man were banked, and the oc
coupants desct>ndt>d nm! mixed with the Vigilants.
The men ~alhered arouud the fires, and told stories and cracke
jc.kes.
Walter Barrows, the young Vi~ilant who was so deeply in love with
Bessie Rodman. !ind wnit<'d upoi. her at t.he wagon step, and together
Lhey too·k a lover-like wall< down the hank of the creek.
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body saw them go, and it is doubtful if any one would have
ht to restrain them.
t they were committing unwittingly an act of great risk and folly.
unknown to any in the camp a coterie of dusky savages lurked
ta.II prairie grass about.
aey and Pomp were entertaining the camp with some or their
a.asen storie;.
plainsmen roared with laughter until their sides ached.
h were comical mokes and were continually playing roots upon
other. Barney bad just worked a gag upou Pomp when sud·
the distaut crack of a pistol wa.~ hes.rel.
· tautly evnry man in the camp was upon his feet.
e most intense of exci~ement reigned. All was confusion.
en one of the guards came rushing in.
.
l'here's a hull lot of Apaches down yonder," be cried," tiler grass
I of 'em and I. reckon they've surrounded the camp."
teady all!" thundered Harmon, the Vigilant leader. " Who fired
pistol shot?"
I aou't know," replied thii guard.
Is anybouy outside the hue?"
Yes."
Who?"
alt~r Barrows and the young lady passed me not au hour ago.
went on down the creek."
My soul!" gasped Harmon, with white face, " that was Barrows
ol without doubt. He an' the gal ,have certainly fallen into the
of ther Iujuns. We must make lively work to save 'em."
·auk Reade, Jr., bad listened to this report with a sensation of borarney and Pomp bad at once desisted in their fun-ma.king, a.aJ
ney proceedfid to open the Steam Man's furnace:
'be crack of ril1es now sounded all around the camp.
he savages, without. doubt, were drawiug tlJeir lme closer, and
nt if oossil.Jle to exterminate the little band of Vigilanls.
ut a ilne of defense was tlJen thrown out, and the skulking savages
e held at bay.
ut a desultory and very unsatisfactory specie~ of warfare was kept
n the darkuess.
was impossible- to tell bow to move or where.
e enemy fired from all directious and practically at random.
any of the Vigilauts were wou::ided, and Captain Harmon was

d~nfound

an Injun!" be muttered, in disgust. "They have sich a
kin' way or lightiug. They all us attack one after 'dark, an' hain't
the pluck to come out in the open an' light."
verybolly was bound to acknowledge the logic of this.
t the sr•vages kept up the same mode of attack until Frank Reade,
, " ade a diversion.
Barney bad succeeded in getting up steam once more in the Steam
n. and now Frank Reade, Jr., approached Harmon.
•·Give me five men," he declared, "and I will whip the foe for
u."

"Five men!" gasped Harmon. "Why, they're ten to one out
ere."
"I don't care if they are.''
"But--"
"Will you give me the men?"
"Oh. yes, but--"
" There's no ume for questions, Captain Harmon. Leave it all to
e."
All right, Mr. Reade."
Harmon's orders five or tte~Vigilanls joined Frank Reade.
e led tht1m aboard the steam wagon. Then be closed the door
seized the reins which connected with the throttle.
·e Steam Man gave a shriek loud enough to perforate the ear
s or any one in the vicinity.
hen It dashed out upon the prairie.
l,1e effect may be imagined.
'he monster with fiery eyes and all tlame and smoke, with clanking
nderous tread plunging into the midst of the roe, was an appariwell to be feared.
iaht into the midst or the savages the Steam Man raa.
;\'~ile the armed men in the screllned wagon poured destructive
leys into the midst or the red foe.
ea cannot adequately describe the situation.
l?or a moment the Apaches held their ground. Then, with wild,
ed yells they tled berore lbe conqueror.
less than twenty minutes the vicmity had been practically cleared
avnges.
hey retreated to a point below where their ponies were corrallM.
ounting, they dashed away to the westward. The Steam Man
ued until finding a creek, they escaped for good.
hen the Steam Man returned to camp.
ut although the foe bad been repulsed, matters were still bad
~~

.

alter Barrows an1 Bessie Rodman were missing.
hat they were captives was a forlorn hope. That they bad been
dered was a dreadful feat·.
elay was almost fatal in this calile. Without loss of time a good
er was .put upon the trail or the lovers.
ayligbt was breaking in the east, and this enabled him to easily
w the trail.
long the 1.Janks or the creek it ran for nearly a fifth or a mile.
hen the trailer paused.
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Here without doubt was the spot where Barrows had l.Jeen a~tacked
by the Apaches.
There were footprints and marks or a struggle. A ritle, will! broken
stock, was picked up.
"It is Barrows' gun," said one of the Vigilauts.
Blood was found upoc the ground, but no trace of the bodies.
"They have been ta.ken away as captives," declared Harmon, posi·
tively. "There i~ no doubt or that."
"Or thrown into the creek," suggested one of the Vigilanls.
Investigation for a moment gave the pursuers a thrill of horror.
There were footprints down to the water's edge, and the marks or
some heavy body dragged thither.
Ju the shallow water, protected by reeds, was a body.
For a moment all expectell to recognize Barrows. But all drew a
breath of r~lief.
It was not him.
The body was that of one of the Apaches. Doubtless it was one
shot by Barrows, and his body had been thrown into this place to escape the notice of the white puraufrs.
"That's an Injuu trick," declared Harmon, positively. "I'm
mighty well satisfied that the captives are alive."
"I hope you are right," said one man.
"Ditto!" said another.
"Then let us take the trail," cried Frank Reade, Jr. "If possible,
we must rescue them."
The question was settled at once. All sprung to sal1<lle, and the
trail, which was quite plain, was followed.
.
Across the prairies went the.Steam Man, with the Vigilante behind.
or course their horses could not compete with the Man on a level
stretch, but Frank did not try to run a way from them.
'l'be Indians bore away to a southwesterly course, and soon a range
of hills became visible above the horizon.
Harmon made them out as the Black Bear range.
"Ir they get into those hills with the captives," he declared, "we'll
have mighty bard work diggin' 'em out."
"Why?" asked one of bis men.
"Beka.se, there's more holes and out or the way dens there than
you could shake a stick at."
Barney and Pomp crouched down in the wagon, and kept their rifles
in readines8 for busiueRs.
Frank Reade, Jr., watched the plain ahead with eager eye, bu~~
though tlie trail was plain there was yet no signs of overtaking the
red foe.
As they drew nearer the hilfs it became almost a certainty that the
savages bad sought refuge there.
.
A long stretch of plain intervened to the bills.
This wae easily to be inspected with a glass, and Frank did so.
There was no sign whatever or the Indians.
All hope was thus given up of overtaking the redskins before reaching the hills.
·
It seemed a certainty that they had reached their caves, and the
only alternative left was to scour them thoroughly.
But when quite near an entrance between high l.iills, suddenly the
pursuera topped a rise. iu the prairie and were rewarded with a startling sight.
Just below, in a depression, was the band of savages, seeming_ly engaged in making camp.
A small creek ran through this depression.
.
As is well known, Indians alwa)S encamp upon the 1.Janks of a
stream. Yet it was a surprise to the pursuers that they should venture to camp in this open spot.
At sight of their foes tbe astonished redskins were thrown into a
tumult.
Instantly a mad retreat was begun for the mountains.
A wild cheer pealed from the lips of tbe vigilante.
Barman settled himself in his saddle and shouted:
"Forward, all! Charge!"
With a yell the Vigilants put spurs to their horses and made for the
Indian encampmept.
Frank Reade, Jr., started the Steam Man on a circuit to head off
the savages.
But as be did so Pomp clutched his arm.
"Hi dar, Marse Frank!" cried the da.rky. "Does yo' see da.t little
party ol.Jer dar making fb' de hills?"
Frank dill see them.
"Ye~." he replier!.
"Well, dat am Mlssy Bes8ie an' her lover jes' as suab as yo' am
bo'n, Marse Frank, an' dar am half a dozen Injuns Jes' holding O!!to de
bridles ob der hoases. I makes it out, sah, dat dey link dey kin reach
de hills afo' de Steam Man, sah."
"By Jupiter, you·re right, Pomp!" cried Frank, with inspirat10n.
" But we'll try and spoil that little game."
"Dat's right, Marso Frank!'' cried the darkey. "I jes' link de Man
kin oberta.ke elem bosses suab enuff."
Frank seized the reins and pulled open the throttle.
As the Steam Man went forward with his mighty stride Frank
opened the whistle valve and let out a mighty shriek of such loudness
that the echoes were repeated a hundred fold in the recesses or the
hills.
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Then Frank said:
dently !oteode<l to reach the hills, if possible, before bewg overtaken
"I think we'tl !Jetter make a break, Barney."
by the Steam M.au.
" All roigbt, sorr," replie.:l the Celt. " Do yez think it safe?"
At first FrnnK bad (anoled It easy to cot them off.
Bot there were several depressions In the prairie which the Man bad
"We must use caution. It '.!lay lie possible that they are tryin
to circuit, aud the distau.:e was greater than Frank bad really draw us rrom our hilling place."
" So I thought, sorr."
dreamed or.
" Agnln, they may be far into Lite hills by this time.
Like a rohaway locomotive the Steam Man raced over the plain.
uothiug by staying here."
The vigllants were bavmg a running tight with the savages.
"All roight, sorr."
But Frank Reade, Jr., was doomed to disappointm1¥lt.
Barney began to scan the side of the cliff. A path was not vlsi
He raUetl to cot of!' the' band or al.lductors, uud they vanished from
any where. Yet the Celt did not believe it impossible to climb to
Bil!'h t in a deep pass.
,
It was too rocky a trail {or the Steam Man to follow. Thus rar the top.
U'tbis could be done they might then succeed in getting upon le
villains had the best of it.
,
"Golly sakes, Marse Frank!" cried Po1i1p, ·• dey done git away wif · ground with the foe and escape the risk of their bullets.
Frank deviued Barney's purpose anll said:
dem prisoners ro' suah." ·
"! ·think we can climl.J it, Burney."
"It looks like it, ~ agree1l Frnnk. in a l.laflled tone, "but there
Bejabers we'll thry."
ought to be some way to cut them otf."
Barney
had just got his hands ·and feet into niches lo the clitr wh
"Begor1:a, there's qnly won way,'' declarer! B,urney.
a starlling souucl came up the pass.
" What is that?''
•
" Let the naygur sthay with the ma!!, an' you an' I will go afth er
"Hark!'"
"What is it?"
the divils a-foot," said the Celt.
..
The tramp of ponies' reet could be beard and the distant bafll
For a moment F-rauk entertained no hopes of the success of snch a
plan.
,
yells of sa.vageR were wafted up on the breeze.
Then he glanced b,ack Lo the prairie where the vigilante aud the
"The Indians are coming up lha pass," crietl Frank, with dism
lnuians were having lheir battle.
"Barney, there's not an instant tu lose."
lt was- nip and tock between them, ' but Frank saw that the vlgilauts
"Begc.rra, yez are roight," cried the Celt, beginning to make h
were fast getting the best of it.
way up tile cliff.
lt was a smart climb up the steep W<lll, but It-was safely made
Not uwre than half a dozen of tbe'savnges had the captives in charge.
To be sure, the odds were three to one, yet Frank believed that witb length.
They were now on level ground wit!.i the four captors. But a car
the plucky Barney's help, they could defeat them.
ful reconnoitering of the vicinity showed that they had left.
To think wit'i Frank Reade, Jr., was to act.
He did not waste time; but seizing a riile, cried:
In the lull in the conflict they had slipped away in~o the hills.
"Your idea ls-a good one, Barney. We will act upon!!;. Pomp, keep
But Barney took the trail and they went forward again in pursuit.
a sharp eye out for danger untill we re~urn."
The sounds of tihe the foe coming up the pass in their rear, howeve
every moment became plainer.
"!A'right Marse Frank," replied the faithful darky.
Barney, delighted that Frank ha.d seen fi t to adopt bis plan, was
But fortunately, just at a point where the trail diverged deeper int
quickly ready and 'hey left the wagon.
the hills, the foe must have tur"ned in another direction for very soo
The Indians, to be sure, ~ad the start or them, but the pass was the soueds dled out.
rocky and it was hardly likely llrnt they would ~ucceed in getting a
".We have nothing to fear from t,hem," cried Frauk, with a breat
great lead.
·
or relief. "They have gone in another direction."
Swiftly the two rescuers pressed forward.
Very soon the hills began to merge intl a deep valley. Throng
_,_..-- 'f hey climbed over plies of buwlders, crept through narrow defi !es, thi~ there ran a swift stream.
and climbed high steeps.
As Frank and Barney entered the valley Barney shouted:
It seemed tb11t progres~ must be slow fQl' the ponies of the Iu:llans,
" Be me sowl, there be the spalpeens now."
and they should he overtaken before long.
" Where?'' asked Frank.
Suddenly Barney paused with a sharp cry.
" Jist down there ferniast that grove of trees, Mistber Frank."
' He seized Frank by the arm and pulled him back into the cover of
" Sure enough."
/ an angle iu the mountain ·wall.
"The four s a va~es and their captors were plainly seen on t
I
ban ks of the creek.
Bil was none too soon.
·
The crack of rilles smote upon the air and the shower of bullets came
They were just ~ n tbe act of embarking in a canoe.
down Into the pass.
Frank saw that he must act quick if he would prevent thi&.
" Bejabhers, I saw the spalpeens just in the nick av time!" declared
So he sai<l, sharply:
Barney, peering around the edge of the cliff wull. "Av I hadn't we'd
"Go to the right, Barney,- I will go to the left, aml we must head
have bean dead gossoons as sure as me name is Barn ey."
them off."
" You're right tlJPre!'' cried Fran:-, slipping extra cartridges into
"All right, sorr."
his r1tle; '' that was a close call."
Away went Barney on the mad run. The savages had already got
H•!od,ade it wns."
the canoe into she water• .
"I had no iJea we were so near the rascals."
They saw him coming and a yell was the signal. The captives were
"Bejabera, I didn't mesilf till I see tile top -Knot av wan of thim hustled lnto the light crart and it was pushed out from the shore.
over that ridge yender."
Down into the current it went. There was no time to lose.
••They are ready for us, then."
Frank Reade, Jr. , came to a stop and raised his rille. It was a des·
perate chance but he toOK it.
~ " Bejabers, nnu we're ready too. If I Iver get a bead on aay wan
,
·
av them there'll be a job for ttie coroner. bad cess to tliim."
A quick aim, a bead skillfully drawn on one of the padule
"Where are they? I can't see their position very wall."
and--" ·
"Aisy, Misther Frank," said Barney, " they're hiding up yonder
Crack!
Jist rerninst that big scru!J av an oak on the edge of the cliff."
A wild Indian yell went up and the prow of the canoe swuu
Frank looked in thaL direction. Suddenly Barr;ey gave a sharp around.
cry.
Over into the water went the doomed savage. The shot had been
" Whurro:" be yelled.
good one.
Quick as a flash his rille went to his shoulder.
But the canoe was at the moment at the bead o! some swift rapids
Crack!
The next moment it was ·raclng down them, and turning a bend i
A veil of agony rang through the gorge. Then down over the cliff the stream vanished from view.
tumbled au Indian almost nt the Celt's feet.
Frank had not time to draw another bea1l before it was out of sigh
The bullet bad Dierced his skull &nd bis final account was SPttled.
and when it reached the lower level and c11me iuto view again it wa
"Good shot, Barne)!'' cried Frank, '' that only leaves live for us to out of range.
tackle."
Barney came along now and shoutPd :
Then quick as a flash the young inventor threw bis rifle to his
"Be jabers, yez did well, Misther Fraa;k. That was a beautirul sho
shoulder.
There's only three av ther reu divils left."
Crack!
This was true, but the three savages seemed likely to elude tbei
Another yell, a death cry went up on the air of the defile.
pursqers after all.
" Bejabers, that's only four av the divils left," ·chuckled Barney.
The canoe was racing down the stream, and fast nearing a defile i
It's only two to wan, Misther Frank."
the hills.
"You're right, Barney!" cried Frank, with enthusiasm, " but the
If it should enter this, there was little doubt but that the fugitive
odds are yet too great."
would make their escape.
The -011tlook now was certainly encouraging for the rescue of the
Frank and Baruey saw thia in the same moment.
prisoners.
j
·
.
"B~.go~ra, Mbther Frank. we must cut the divlls off!" cried the Cel
But the two rescuers knew better than to es ~ ay an open attack.
"Forrrnrd, then!" cried Frank. " Is there not a short cut?"
The Indian method of warfarE! was in this case rar the best. They
Hoth looked for this. In t he same instant they espied it.
remained strictly under cover.
The creek took a long t ul'., , :md '..Jy cutting directly ncross a mea
All was quiet on the bruff above.
ow the two pursuers saw th at they woulu be likely to cut oil the sa
But It wa9 not by any means likely that tha roe were inactive.
uges.
The great danger now was that they would continue to slip away
Accordingly thPy started forward on the run.
deeper Into tile hills and reach some i11accessi1Jle hiding place.
The Indian captors saw their move at once, and an angry y\lll wen
Our rescuers waited as Jong as seemed consistent with safety.
up from them.
.
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of them rose in the canne am! took quick aim aml fired.
bullet whistled close to Barney's ear. The Celt stopped and
d his rille.
e jnbers, I'll spuil that fellow!'' he cried. •·Have at yez, ye
erskite!"
ney'e rille spoke.
_
t the motion of t11e canoe very likely destroyed the aim, for the
did not take effect.
this point the ca noe took a swift course, and in the twinkling
eye seemed to have overcome the skilled hand at tbe paddles.
a flash it weut ov.er and the entire part.y were dumped into the
s of the creek.
great cry went up from Frank Reade, Jr.
Iy Goll! they will lie drowned!"
rward the llruve young inventor rushed. He thought or poor
ows with his bands tied.
rown Into the waters of the creek, it did not seem as if any power
artb could save him.
t two or the savages had seized the priaoners. Tl1d canoe had
turned in close proximity to the shore.
e third savage gave aosistance, and as the water did not chance
e deep, all got ashore.
Now we have them!" cried Frank, confidently.
ut bi:; statement w1.s premature.
ven as it seemed that the rescue was certain, an incident occurred
revent.
'ro m behind u. small hillock appeared Red Bear's gang or Apaches,
half a hundred strong.
CHA.PTER XV.
'l'HE VIGILANTES TO THE REscr, E.

appearance of tile savages was most inopportune.
ounted on their lleet p<mies, with wild yells they ewept down
n the party.
be three lndiirn capl<0rs yelled with delight.
rank and Barney of cour8e came to a halt. or courso it was folly
~empt fate.
To attempt to stand against that gang was folly.
By Jupiter!'' gasped the young inventor. "!L's all up with us,
a neyl We are badly beaten!"
• Tare an' 'oundsl" grumbled the am;ry Celt. " Tl~at beats all me
1 fe's relat10ns! Phwauver shall we do now, Mistber Frank?''
Beat a retreat," declared the young inventor. "Come on,
HE

~

mmeyr

. .

I. It'a mesilfas hates to retreat," said Barney, stubbornly. "Oh, if
e only bad the Steam M'a n an' the naygur here now we'd moighty
oon turn tbe thing about.'' _
The two rescuers now turned about and hastily be!lt a retreat
cross the valley.
But tbey bad not gone for when tbe Indians begi.t to ford the
reek for the purpose or giving pursuit.
·
Barney saw tbe move and called Frank's attent:on to It.
"Be me sowl, Misther Frank!'' cried tbe Irishman, excitedly,
'we've got to make quick toime, or they'll buve our scalps."
•·You ure right, Barney."
·
But at that moment Frunk Reade, Jr., llrted bis gaze, and a mighty
cry escaped bis lips.
Directly in front or them, a body of armed men swept into the valley.
Thev were the Vh!ilant.s, and at their 11ead rode Harmon. At sight
or Fri~nk and Barney they urged their horses on faster with a loud
cheer.
This was answered by the two fugllives, with a will.
'i'be savages, seeing •he Vi~ilants, now-changed their tactics. Tluiy
turned their horses auout ana rode swiftly on the back trail.
Frank could tardly wait for Harmon and hi& men to come up.
Enthusiastic ~r"etings were exchanged, and also exper:ences.
The Vigilants had driven the Apaches before them into the bills.
But upon entering the fastnesses, with which they were not familiar, tbe Indians had uiven them the slip.
In the seHch, they bad come upon the scene at an opportune moment.
There seemed no better thing t'I:> do than to give pursuit to th11 savages at once.
Accordin~ly a couple of spare horses were provided for Frauk and
Barney, and they rode rorwllrd on the charge.
The delay had been brief, but it had enabl.,d the savngeR to cross
the creelc and start for tile detile heyond.
Down thundered the vigllants In hot pnr~nit.
The creek was qnlckly forded and the pursuers seemed to he gaining at every bound.
,
But of a sudden the savages e;\.ecuted a pecnli.u and inexphcablo
maneuver.
Suddenly and without warning they split in two sections, one goin~
to the right ana the other 10 the left.
In one division was the girl captive, Bessie .Rodman, and in the
other Walter Barrows.
The party who had the girl In charge started for the defile.
Tile other made oirectly across the valley. Jn a !lash or time the
purpose of the savages was made apparent.
The vigilante could not go both wnys with splitting up.
As they were much less in num:1er t.hnn the Apaclrns the result of
"is wo11ld he to irrPn t ly weaken Ihem, if not 'llctually place then: at
e msrcy of the red foe.
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On Lite other band It was a prolllem as to which direction to pursue
or wllicll party to t;;llow.
Harmon drew a slight rein upon bis horse and wavered a moment.
The vigi Ian ts naturally were iuclined to go to the rescue or their
comrade, but Frank Reade, Jr., comprehending the folly or this,
cried:
"The girl firet. We can rescue the man later."
"Yes!"' cried Harmon, in a voice of thunder; "that is our duty!
The girl first, \Joys; then we will try and save Barrows.''
The vigilants cheered, and aw11y thundjlred the tr:>op toward the
defile.
,
A few moments later they reached it a,Jid entered it.
High walls of black, forbidding rock arose on either side to a mighty
height. The bed of the defile was roug nd strewn with bowlders.
It was harder for the horses or t
vigilants tq pick their way
through here than the fleet-tooted ponies ohhe savages.
Accordingly the Indians gninE>d qnite a lead. But after a quarter
or a mile or the defile had been traversed the vlgilants were brought
to a bait in an unceremonious manner.
The delile seemed suddenly to take an upward trend here, and biga
piles or bowlders made a barrier or some height.
Suddenly from behind this barrier there came the flash of rille muz.
zles, and a volley or bullets came rattling down through the defile.
Two or the -vigilants were wounded, and Harmon instantly called a
bait.
Cover was quickly sought behind rockd and cornel'!I' near.
It was evident that the Indians hat! here made a stand. The Vigilant lender was puzzled.
But snddenly Franl\ Reade, Jr., gave a tjharp cry:
"Listen!"
His acute ear bad caught the sound of horaes' boor~ coming up the
defile in their rear.
" By thunder!" ejaculated Harmon, with sudden terrible comprelrnns1on, " we a.re trapped!"
T~ii men gazed hlankly at each other.
Nothing was more apparent. The Apaches nuder the shrewd Red
Bear had certainly very cleverly_outgeneraled them.
!fed into the deftle by one division or the Apaches, the other had
proceeded to block up _the ontlet, and thus literally tile Vigilants
were in a Imp.
There was not the advantage in facing a foe in this manner that
thAre was in having him wholly in the front.
'l'o Ile attacked both front 1-Lnd rear would demoralize even trle
largest aod bravest or armies. Harmon was completely taken a!Jack.
"Wall, I swan!" he exclaimed, with earnestness, "I never belie,·ell
an Injun .could beat me in any such way as that. But we are in for
iL, hoys, nnd no mismke. We've got to fight hard.''
The savages in front were keeping up a raking fire.
Those in the rear had now drawn near enough to also open fire.
The fun bad begun.
But the brave I.land of white men had DO thought of (ear or o( retr'*t.
•
Tiley at once, by Harmon's direction, sought sate places or cover
and proceeded to return the fire.
Every time an Indian's tor.-knot showed above the fringe or rocks,
it wns made a target or.
Thus, the battle was kept np for over an hour.
Then rft1 idea occurred to;the inventive mind or Frank Reade, Jr.
He had carefully examined the face or the pass. In doing so ts hnd
discovernd what looked like a feasible foot path over the cliff.
At once he called Harmon aside and explainecl a plan to him.
"I think we can <IE1feat. the aav<1ges easily in this manner," he declarer!. "Give 111e five men and I will guarantee a surprise for them.''
"~fr. Reade, "take what force you need," declared the vigilant
leader. "I have full confidence in your ability to do as you say. May
you succeed.''
Frank at once selected five men from from the troop.
Then with l:larney he led' the way cautiouslr up the path.
Fortunatbly, it was overhung with foliage to a large extent, so that
they were hidden from the view or those in their rear.
In a few monmn-ts a position near the brow of the cliff had been
reached. Then Frank's surmise was verified.
The little 1>arty could look down upon the heads or the savages. It
wa'l an ensy matter to pour a volley amongst tbern with mo•t demoralizing effect.
Frank sent one of the men back down the clifl, to give Harmon the
cue when to make aclwrgP.
Then at a lavorable morne:.t Frank ~ave the order to fire,
Six repeating rifles were turned upon the savages, und ns last as
they could be worker!, they were engaged in tiring a volley down upon
the beads or the exposecl sa vages.
The etrect wns startling.
'l'he savage is never the one to stand i::i open field and tight. At once
a panic seized them.
It was tile moment for the charge, and Harmon's men rushed rorwnr~
.
Up over the rocks they WPnt. In a twinkling the savages were
driven from their eotre1;c1Jments and 11tterly routed, and completely
dispersed.
Frank Reade, Jr., and Barney saw their opportunity, and rushed
upon two or the savages who !rad Bessie Rodman in charge.
In a moment the girl captive was free once more and among
friends. The two guards lied for their lives.
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All this had happened in a twinkling of an eye, comparatively
speuking. Bat the tight was not over.
'l'he force in the rear were coming to the attack.
But Harmon's men were now in a posillon to command tbe defile.
A quick, sh arp conflict ensued, and the Apaches were driven back
with great slaughter.
Tbe vigllants had tbu& far the best of it.
The enemy had been routed, and Bessie Rodman rescuau.
Only one other thing now remain ed to be accomplished, and this
wa s the rescue of Walter Barrows.
But even as the question was lleicg discussed a loud cry arose,
and the next mom er.t a hatless, blood-stained young man ca me das hing down over the cliff and fell half fainting in the midst of the vig\·
!ants.
It was Barrows.
In the midst of the fight th e plucky youn!!; plaiusman had succeeded in oreaking his llonds, and after a desperate light with two of bis
captor, had made his escape.
Everybody extenued congratulations to the young couple, and then
,
plans for the future were discussed.
It was not certain that the savages would not return to the attack.
But n report was brou~ht in by a nnmher of scouts sent out that
the Apaches had withdrawn from the field entirely.
It was therefore decided to !!;O back to Willow Creek.
It was not known whether Col. Clark bad been victorious with the
·
cow.boys or nor.
Until this question was settled Harmon had no idea llf returning
home.
"Until Cliff and his gang have been wiped out of existence," he
declared, "I shall not give 01) ther chase."
Frank and Barney were anxious to return at once to the Steam
Mon and Pomp.
They were, by no means, asaured that the durky was sare or that he
miu:ht not have got into trouble.
Accordingly the start was at once made for the prairie.
Down one of the defiles the vigilants rode. Coming out into the
little valley they crossed this and entered the pa~s.
But they had not proceeded a hundred yards into the pass when one
or the advance scouts came rushing back and gave a thrilling report.
"Ther cowboys are coming up ther pass!" Ile cried. "Thar's a
host of 'em, and Art Clift is at the bi.ad of 'em. "
"The cowhoysl" gaspeLI Harmon.
l.----"" The greatest excitement ensued.
"My soul!" exclaimed Frank Reade, Jr., in dismay. "Clark bas
been defeated!",
"Bad luck to the omadbouns!"
"But what of Pomp?" exclaimed Frank with alarm. "Barney, we
ought at once to ascertain where he is."
"To be sbure, Misther Frank," agreed the Celt, "but how in the
name av all the saints are yez goin' to <lo it? Be jabero, these cow·
bo.vs have g.lt us cornered:"
In a very few moments a large sized battle was ig progress i11 the
•
pass.
CHAPTER XVI.
POllP MAKES ACTION.

Now let us r&turn to Pomp i.nd the Ste11m Mau, whom 1u the detail
of the thrilling a<tventures just chronicled we have neglectec!.
The darkey entertained uothiog like fen! at being left alone on
board the Steam Mnn .
Indeed, he rather enjoyed the respon si hility thus put npon him.
He could occasionally hear rille shots from the bills, whicb assured
i""'-.
- him that Fra11k and Barney were rnakrng it hot for the savages.
"Golly!" he mutt.ered. "I jes' reckon de m Injines git de worstest
ob dat til!ht. K1 dar, if dey arnn't comin' dis yer way. I spec's I bet·
ter move. "
.
Thi~ was true.
The ludians had heen driven before the vigil ants, and starting for
th e hills were corning strai.;ht toward the Steam lll un.
It was evident that they meant to enter the bills aL this point.
Po:np knew that it would be folly to remtJ.in where he was with tbe
I
.
Steam Man.
The savages might ruin the machine as he could not hope nlone to
,
hold them at bay.
So he opened the throttle and started away with the Man.
He kept. '>n until satisfie1! that he had reached a safe point.
Meanwhile the Indians reached the pass and entered it.
The vigihrnts, however, dill not seem in a hurry to pursue. Th ey
remained on the battle ground for son1e while looking after tbeir dead
.and wounded.
When they did start br the pass Pomp had returneu and was there
stationed.
As they came up the darky put his head out or the screen door aud
,
shouted:
"Good fo' yo', Marse H~rmon. Jes yo' gib dem Injuns a good
lickrn' fo' luck. I reckon yo' kin 110 jL."
"I reckon we can, Pomp," replied Harmon. "At least we'll try
it."
"Ir yo' sees Marse Frank, jes tole him fo' me, tlat his carriage am
waitin' fo' him. Will yo'?"
Harmon replied tbat he would and rode away laughing immoderately.
The viu:ilant.s nll vanished np th11 pass. It seemed ages after they
bad gouti, when Pomp received another great surprise.

Suddenly, heari11~ the clatter or boo s he turned his beau, and
tinized tbe prairie.
A thrilling sight met his gaze.
There, commg over a swell in the pla in was a hody of horseme
It required but a glance for the darky to recog ni7.t> the m.
·They were the cowboys with Artemus Ciltr at their bead.
were riuing directly down upon the Steam Man.
They were just coming from the scene of th eir victory over C
' Pomp's eyes stuck out !iJ,;ll ag ates and iJe spru1115 to bis feet.
"Glory to' goodness!" be gasped. "Dat am Cliff and \J is deb
I jes' reckon I get out dere way."
In au instant he opened the throttle and let the Steam Man
out upon the prairie.
The cowboys gave a wild. yell, anti attempted pursuit.
But they <.:onld not keep anywhere near the Man, and finally a
doned it. With baftled yells they retnrned and disappeared in tlie p
"Golly, dat am a berry bad ling for Marse Frank an' de cd
muttered Pomp. " Dey will neber be anticipating de comin' ob
rap8callions, an' dnt will make tings berry I.Jud, ind eed."
The darky at once hegan to wax anxious as to the fate of his frie
He began to feel as if it was very much his duty to enter the
and render what assis•ance he could.
But what was to he don" wi th the Stearn Man?
Pomp retlected thut he might take it with bim if he could only
SO!O!l way Of doing SO.
To attempt to traverse the rocky Pass was out of the question.
The darky was in a quandary.
Soon he beard the sounds of firing. The
great distance, either.
Pomp coulu hardly contain himself. H3 walked up and dow
the cage like a prisoner in his cell.
·•Ob co'se, I has i\farsA Frank's onlahs to stay y e n~. " he mutter
"but it am evident dat Marse Frank needs all de help dat ill! can g
What ehber I kin <Jo, I jes' don' know what."
The darky sat down aoil began sober rellecti on.
He was a shrewd l'ellow, and as a rP.sult be was not long in 'formu
in~ a plan.
Be sprang up fi ually.
"By golly, I'll jes' do dat ling!" he crieu, tin ally.
ting I kin llo."
He opened the throttle and started the Steam Man along the il~
of the hills. With keen eye he ~tudied the possillility or enterin
them.
By the pass it was Impossible. But be imagined that it would n
be difficult to !ind another means.
Nor was he disappointed.
At a certain point the hillside was shorn of trees ·and bowlders.
made a smooth surface even over the brow of tbe height.
As the St.earn Man was pr<>vided with power to climll any height o
this sort, )"omp at once set bill course up the height.
Up went the Steam ll:!an with prodigious strides.
Nearer the top hi! drew. Pomp had no means or knowing whethe
it would be possible to go further or not.
But bis best hopes were realized n!Jon reacbmg the summit.
Down a gentle incline the Steam Man wen t, and through a scattere
grove or trees, and came out into a valley deep in the hills.
The sound of tiring was now qnite plain.
Indeed, as Pomp guided th e Mao <town into the valley, he saw th
powder smoke or the conflict In the pass, just a abort way up tne val
ley
"By golly!" munered the darky, joyfnlly, "I reckon dat I get <la
jes' in de bes' time. Won't Marse Frank Ile glad fo' to see me!"
But at that moment a Flartling thing occurred.
Tbe Man was traveling slowly, when just as the hottom of tbe m
cline was reached, two powerful savages sprung out of the grass an
seized the throttle rein.
Pomp was so taken by surprise that for 11 momen t he could not act
Tbe pulling of the rein closed the throttle, and the Ma o came t'• a
halt.
Pomp could not use ~he rein to open it again , and had there been
more or tbe red foe, the Steam Man would have been at th eir mercy.
But there were only two or tn em, and while or.e h11!<l the rein Lbe
oth<1r eosayed to hack his way into t;he wagon with his tomahawk.
Pomp acted with the rapidity of thoug ht.
"G'way from tlar yo' red imp!" he yelled, picking up a revolver.
"If you d6n't I'll jes' bore a bole in yo'."
But the red man did not desist, and Pomp, springing to a loop- bole
lirell at him.
The bullet went true tll its aim, and the Indian fell dead.
The other savage seeing the fate of bis companion let out a baffiad
yell, and relaxing his grip on the valve rein fled precipitately.
Pomp did not ta!.."e the pains to fire at him, but coolly picked up the
valve re:n , opened tbe throttle and the Steam Man went on.
Straight for the scene or the conflict at the mouth or the Pass Pomp
went.
When he came upon the scene he found a thrilling and sanguine
conflict in progresS'.
At sight of the Steam Man a cheer went up from the VigiltJ.nts.
In a moment Frank and Barnt>y were aboard and shaking hands
wi~h Pomp.
The situation wns Quickly explained.
"I thought mos' likely yo' would want de Steam Man, Marse Fra k,"
said the faithful !larlty. "So I jes' fetched him ober to yo'."
"You have done well, Pomp," said Frank, joyfully. "Of cou
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insures our safety. With the Steam Man we would easilv esthe cowboys. But it will never do to leave these brave Vigilto their mercy.''
Ob co'se not, Marse Frank," cried Pomp seizing his rifle. "Jes'
et dis chile draw a bead on dem rapscallions. I'll show dem dat
p kin use a rifle.''
e Steam Man was placed in the van of the Jine of battle.
otected as they were by the impervious screen, those on board
d fire with advantage at the cowboys.
e battle was a hot one, but every moment the cowboys slowly
ed ground.
hat was worse, the ammunition of the Vigilants seemed to be

~~h p~~'uty of
0

ammunition, it was possible that the Vigilants
d have held them at bay for a long while.
ut, of course, when the ammunition should give out, the battle
Id be ended.
bite.faced, but detarmined, the brave plainsmen stood their
nd.
ot a man of them thought of retreat. All were prepared to give
heir Ii ves like heroes.
ere seemed no way of getting out of their present desperate
ation.
retreat was about equal to an impossibility, for it would be
upon the open plain where they would be shot down like
p.
e situation was an awful one.
Durn it, I don't keer for myself,'' said bluff Harmo the vigilant
er, "but some of the boys have families dependent on 'em. Ah,
t dog of a Cliff has sins to answer fer.''
You are right," agreed Frank Reade, Jr. "But there must be
e way of getting out of this scrape.''
'How1"
'Ah, that is a sticker. There is no hope of reinforcements near'I"
"None whatever.''
"The Steam Man could be sent for them in quick time, if such a
_
' thing were possible.''
"But it is not. The nearest place is Ranch V, and that is Cliff's
own den. We know that.''
"Certainly."
"The fort is too far off. There is just one forlorn hope.''
"Ahl"
"The cavalry.''
"But they may have been all wiped out.''
"Very true. Well, we must die then like men. But, Mr. Reade,
there is no reason why you should not take the girl in your Steam
Man and make your escape.''
Frank placed a hand upon the vigilant captain"s shoulder.
"Yes!' he said briefly. "I could do that.''
"Then do it. We will hold the foe at bay until--"
"Stop!·'
Harmon looked his surprise.
"You do not know me," said Frank Reade, Jr., determinedly,
·
"do you think I would desert you in this hour of need 1'"
"But--"
"Never! If you die so do we. Until the last the Steam Man will
"tand his ground.''
With tears of emotion in his eyes Harmon gripped Frank's hand.
"God bless you!" was all he could say.
At this moment one of the vigilants came up excitedly.
"We are just firing the last cartridges," lie declared. "\.Vhat
all we do 1 Is it a retreat, Harmon 1"
"Retreat!" cried the vigilanb leader, clubbing his rifle. "Never!
ome on one and all. The crisis has come. Now let us show them
ow brave m en can di~.'·
The cowboys with their wild cheers were forcing the crippled vig·
ants back.
B..:t even in the moment of their victory a strange sound came
om the rear and a mighty cry went up from the throats of the
igilants.
e are saved! Rescue has come at last."
"Hurrah!
CHARTER XVII.
ONCE MORE IN THE ENEMY'S POWER.
IT had been Col. Clark's firm intention to return to the fort for re·
forcemen ts.
It was a long ways, but he did not reckon this. He thought only
f securing a sufficient body of men to cope successfully with the
wboys.
So on they rode the little remnant of the squad for the far distant
ort.
But after a night had been spent in camp, just as the bugle called
'boots and saddles.'' one of the guard sighted a body of horsemen
nst coming over a swell in the prairie.
The alarm was given and Clark rode out to investigate.
One glance was enough and a cry of joy escaped his lips.
"Hurrah I" he cried. "Weare in luck. It is Romaine's company
f one hundred men. Forward all!"
With cheers the little band rode out to meet the reinforcements.
The command had been sent out under Captain Romaine to search
or Clark and his men.
The two officers shook hands and explanations were made.
"You have come just in the nick of time, Romaine," declared
lark. "We can now return and whip the cowboys.":
"We are with you, colonel!" declared the captain with a salute.
"The boys are itching for some hot work.''
"Well, I will promise it to them," laughe_9. Clark, as he took command.
At once the cavalry set out at full gallop for the hills.
It seemed like a strange fate that guided them almost to the very
scene of the confiict.
The firing was heard long before the pass was reached, and Clark
hurried his men forward.
He at·once threw them into the pass in the rear of Cliff's gang.

It was an opportune moment, too.
Just as the last cartridge of the vigilants was used the cavalry
struck the rear of the cowbo.v gang. ·
Instantly a panic seized Cliff's men. They made a brief stand,
and then were driven up a side defile into the hills.
Here they made a stubborn stand.
The cavalry literally cleared the pass, and riding through came
into the midst of the vigilants.
The.scene which followed baffies description.
In a moment Clark and big Harmon were shaking hands with the
deepest emotion.
"Ye came jest in the nick of time, Clark," declared the vigilant
chief., "In ten minutes more we might have all been dead men.''
" Then we are in luck," cried the colonel, "for which I am very
glad. Ah, Mr. Reade, I am glad to see you.''
"The same," replied Frank, as he gripped hands with the colonel.
Then Clark rode away up the defile' to see what was going on
there."
He found the fiercest kind of a battle in progress. The cowboys
had intrenched themselves once mqre and were making a bold
stand.
The cavalry outnumbered them, but they were in a very advantageous position.
The best efforts of Clark's men would not suffice to dislodge them.
For a long while the san~uine battle went on.
In vain Clark tried to eJect them from their position. His bravest efforts met with failure.
The intrepid colonel knew that if he could get the foe into the
open he could hope to whip tbem.
But as it was it looked certainly as if his plucky little band would.
be badly decimated in the accomplishment of the desired end.
In this quandary Frank Reade, Jr., appeared upon the spot.
The young inventor had borrowed a horse of one of the vigilant&
and rode up to see how the fight was going on.
"Well, colonel," he said, greeting Clark, "how are you making
outr'
"Not as well as I could desire," replied the colonel in a dejected
I
manner.
" ·what is the rnatter'I"
"Why, I can't drive the rascals."
"Why notr'
"They have a position up there in the hills which is unassailable."
"I disagree with you," said Frank, quietly. "lam not a military
engineer, but I am a land surveyor and I tell you their position on
·
that hill is not of the best."
Clark was staggered.
"Whr, it is tlie best position about here," he declared.
"No,' said Frank, gravely. "Yonder is a much better position.''
He pointed to a hill to the right, and which the one upon which:
•
the cowbuys were seemed to overlook.
"What-try to command the foe from that hill i" cried Clark,
scornfully. "We would only expose ourselves, and they would
sweep us from it like chaff before the wind.''
" No, they wouldn't.''
"Now, Mr. Reade, what is the use for you to talk that way? Tile
hill upon which they are is higher than this one.·'
"It may be higher in the number of feet," replied Frank, '·bu&;
not in advantage of position.''
"How do you make that out1"
" It is easy enough to see. The top of this hill is smooth, is it
.
not1"
"Yes."
" The top of theirs is craggy and they cannot climb up to it. Theil"
position is far from the top. A position on the top of yonder hiU
•
will easily look down into their camp."
Clark was surprised, but he saw the logic of Frank's remark.
"By .Jovei" he cried. "Perhaps rou are right.''
" I think you will find that I am.'
" But I would have taken my oath that they had the highest posi.
tion around here."
"Well, that would seem to be really so, for the hill itself is
hig her. Yet it is but an optical delusion.
Clark extended his hand to Frank.
"Mr. Reade," he cried warmly. "You are right. I acknowledge
my mistake. Perhaps your opportune suggestion may enable us to
whip the foe."
"If it is of any value, I am highly pleased!" said Frank, modestly.
" I feel that it is, and I !;;hall at once proceed to take the hill.
Clark at once proceeded to do this. By his command his mell!
moved up the back side of the hill.
This protected them from the bullets of the cowboys.
Arrived at the top of the smooth hill, it was found that Frank
·
Reade, Jr., was right.
They were enabled to look right down upon the cowboys in their
position.
"Hurrah!" cried Clark, jubilantly, "that means victory."
A volley was given the astonished cowboys. They returned with
~
ill effect.
The tables were exactly turned upon them, and they were not
slow to see the point.
A red-hot fire was kept up for some little time, but the cowboys no
longer held the advantage.
Indeed it began to look muchly as if they were to be driven front
their position.
Suddenly all firing ceased.
The cowboy gang were not in sight, nor did they fire another
shot.
Clark feared a stratagem or some fatal decoy, and dared not at
once order a charge.
But finally he became convinced that the cowboys had evacuated
their position and had made a retreat.
Flushed with victory Clark ordered his men to charge.
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Up the slope they went with fixed bayonets. But when they
Barrows himself sank down behind a pile of rocks.
cleared the top of the intrenchments, hastily thrown up by the cow·
All tbi~ was done in the twinkling of an eye.
boys, it was found that they had gone.
The trained westerner whose life is in danger knows wel
They had departed quite unceremoniously and completely.
value of quick action.
Not an article of any kind was left behind.
It was this which saved the life of Barrows, for half a doze
Indeed it also became a mystery as to the course taken by them. lets came whistliRg down the mountain side the next momen
Not a sign of a trail could be found.
He bad run unconsciously upon his foes. He experienced a
It bafHed the cavalrymen.
as it occurred to him that this was most likely the party wh
"By Jupiter!" exclaimed Clark, in disgust, "how are you ~oing to Bessie Rodman in their charge.
fi g ht such a shadowy foe. If they would only come out like men
"Heaven help me now!" he muttered, fervently. "I must
and fight it out it would be all right. But they don't dare do it."
her or die!"
"You would whip them," said Frank Reade, Jr., with a laugh.
From his position he could safely scrutinize the mountain si
"That is why they are playing hide and seek."
He saw that far up on its side there was a rude cabin ma
"I suppose so, but it makes it pretty hard for me. I suppose the bark and logs.
best course now is to send out scouts and scour the hills."
From this the storm of bullets had come.
"Exactly."
·
Nothing could be seen of those within the cabin.
"All right. I will do it."
But Barrows believed that not only was the foe within, but
"I hope you will succeed."
, Bessie Rodman.
"Thank you. I will do it or die."
He was somewhat at a loss now to know just what move to
"That is a good resolution."
'l'o advance openly to the attack would have been an act off
"Well, I mean it, every word of it."
He would certainly have met bis death in a summary Easbio
With this Clark ordered his men t,o horse, and the quest at once
So while pondering on the subject he continued to watc
began.
cabin windows.
Frank did not believe that he could be of further service just· now,
He held his rifle in readiness for instant use.
so he decided to return to the Steam Man.
Suddenly a face appeared for an instant at one of the windo
Mounting his horse. he rode down through the defile. In a few
It was quickly withdrawn, and Barrows had not time to fire.
moments he reached the spot where the remnant of the brave Vigi- recognized it, however, as the face of one of the outlaws.
lant band were.
The young plainsman's nerves were steel, and he watche
There was the Steam Man intact, but Frank saw at a glance that chance again with nervous anxiety.
something was wron"' about the cainp.
Suddenly the opportunity came. Once more the face appeare
Everybody appeare'a to be deeply excited. Young Barrows was
Barrows raised his rifle quick as thought.
seen wringing his hauds and rushin~ about madly.
Crack!
.!!'rank sent his horse forward rapidly.
A wild cry went up, the sound of a falling body was heard, a
Barney saw him coming and ran out to meet him.
then the tramping of feet and bitter curses.
" Och bone, Misther Frank!'' he cried.
Barrows knew that his shot had taken effect.
" Well!" exclaimed Frank, reining up his horse, "what is the
Then he changed his position. But not a sound or a sign of life
uuLter'I"
came from the mysterious cabin.
·•Sure, somethin' terrible has happened since ye went away."
"If the;i; are in the cabin they are keeping mighty dark," he mut"Well, .what is it'?"
tered. "They surely must be there, for I have not seen them come
"Shure, sor~ the young lady, Bessie, has gone, sor, an' divil;a wan out as yet."
av us kin foina her anywhere."
·
·
A great length of time had elapsed.
.
"Bessie Rodman gone'?" gasped Frank. " Can that be possibler '
Certainly an bo:ir and a half of waiting had passed, and Barrows
"Shure, sor, it is, an' faix they all do believe that the divils av felt that be must do something and at once.
cowboys, be the orders av Artemus Cliff, have got her agin."
"I shall die of worrimeut if I stay here," he muttered. "Per"Great heavens!" cried Frank, with horror, "how on earth could haps-"
they have done that? Is there not enough of you here to prevent?"
He paused. A thrilling thought had struck him.
"Shure, sor, that is thrue enough," cried Barney. "But it's the
It was more than likely that h ·i had been waiting all this while
girrul's fault hersilf, as ivery wan believes."
for nothing.
"Her fault!" cried Fra!1k, in surprise. "How could that be'?"
It would have been not by any means a difficult matter for the foe
to have slipped out by a rear exit, and by this time be far from the
CILA.PTER XVIII.
sput.
THE LOVERS QUEST.
But how was be to determine this fact.
"I'LL tell'ye how it was, Mister Reade," cried bluff Harmon, the
It could only be done by approaching the hut boldly and searchvigilant, as lie came up. "Ye see the \'al took big chances. Thar's ing it.
a spring in that; bit av bushes there an she went over to gita drink
To do this was to incur the risk of a bullet from the outlaws.
of water. Nobody bas seen her since."
This might be only a clever trick of theirs to draw him from
"Have you made a good search¥" asked Frank, sharply.
covert.
"An all fired good one."
All these thoughts passed kaleidoscope like through Barrp
"But bow do you kuow that Cliff's gang have got bed"
brain.
·
"Because we know that it could not be In~uns, for the ground
He was satisfied that the foe could be but a half dozen in numb
was marked with prints of the cowboys' shoes.'
.
If he could have kept up a desultory battle with them in his or
Frank received this information with sin.king heart.
ent position he believed that he could have picked off a number
He knew that it must be too true that Besse Rodman bad again them, and thus reducing their numbers eventually bring the fig
fallen into the hands of Cliff.
to a focus with a fair chance of winning.
· It was a dismaying reflection.
But the outlook now was by no means so prepossessing.
To effect her rescue would prove no easy task.
It was more than likely that be would have great difficulty
Just how to go to work to do it was a problem to Frank.
cutting off the abductors before tney shou ld join the main body
But he was not lon_g in deciding upon a plan of action.
the cowboys.
· Meanwhile young Barrows, desperate over the thought that his
In this case it would be more difficult to rescue Bes ie Rodman.
girl love was once more in Cliff's power, bad made a daring move.
Barrows now realized his folly in starting out single handed.
Alone he rode away int;o the hills.
pursue the abductors.
He was determined to rescue Bessie or sacrifice his life in the
If he had now several of bis companions with him the hut cou
·attempt.
have been surrounded and there would have been little trouble
Barrows was a youth of rare pluck and great d etermination.
making the rescue.
In this quest he was aided by his blind love for Bessie Rodman.
But time was speeding and something had got to be done at one
For her be would gladly give up bis life.
Barrows proceeded to act.
Striking into the hills he sought to follow the trail of the abHe began to cautiously climb up the mountain side keeping int
ductors.
cover of rocks and trees.
But it was soon lost in the flinty ground, and his best efforts to
He was very careful not to expose himself to a shot and in th
recover it were in vain.
way had soon reached a point from which he believed be could se
Ho,vever, he kept on with feverish resolution. It was now a the rear end of the cabin.
blind quest, but this did not deter him in the least.
Tnere it stood lonely and silent.
Soon Barrows had penetrated deep into the hills.
Was it really deserted or were the foe yet wi~hin its walls r'
He beard the distant sounds of ffring and knew that the soldiers
To all appearances it was deserted.
and Cliff's men were yet having it out.
Barrows hesitated a momeut and then took the desperate cbanc
"God give me strenF"th to rescue Bessie Rodman!" he prayed, as
He emerged boldly from the woods and approached the cabin.
he rode on.
·
On he went until within ten yards of the door. Yet there was n
It had occurred to Barrows that the young girl might have been sign of life.
taken to Ranch V by her captors.
The next moment be reached the door.
He had half made up his mind to proceed thither when a thrilling
It yielded to his touch and he entered. The place was deserted.
thing occurred.
·
There were evidences that the foe had been there.
Suddenly the sharp crack of a ri.fte smote upon the air.
.
Also Barrows made a thrilling discovery. In the soft dirt of th
Barrows reeled in the saddle aud hi'S horse gave a p,lunge.
floor he discovered the footprints of Bessie Rodman.
A line of red blood trickled down over his face. The bullet bad
At least it was safe to presume that they were hers, for there wa
grazed his cheek bone.
no likelihood that the region for many miles held another of he
It was a narrow escape.
gentle sex.
'
The fraction of an inch in another direction, and the bullet might
Feverishly Barrows examined the trail and followed it out
have penetrated his brain.
through a rear door of the cabin.
Young Barrows bad faced danger and death · times enough to
It led into a narrow gulch and up the mounta.in.
know quite well what to do.
It was quickly lost in the gravelly soil, but Barrows kept on up
He instantly dropped from his horse and spoke a word of com· the mountain.
mand to the animal.
He now censured himself for not having acted with greater disThe faithful and wel] -t,rained steed wheeled and galloped away patch.
iuto the cover of timber near.
He believed that had he changed his position earlier he would
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have become aware sooner of the change of base of the abductors.
This was undoubtedly true, but on the other hand there had been
the great risk of exposure to a bullet.
On the whole the lover felt that he had reason to be grateful for
his success in so promptly striking the trail of the foe.
He kept on up the mountain with increasing hopes.
If he could once more overtake the abductors under more favorable circumstances he believed' that be could effect the rescue of
Bessie Rodman.
.
He still kept on up the mountain,
,.
Then he suddenly halted at a.point from which he had a good
view of the country about.
J
He looked down upon a level plain tielow some distance which
was frilnged with trees.
In the verge of this timber line Barrows saw a number of moving
figures.
'
He was satisfied that they were the party of abductors and he even
fancied be could se3 the form of Bessie .Rodman.
With deadly resolution Barrows started in pursuit.
Down the mountain he went and soon reached the level of the
plain.
The party was now out of sight but Barrows believed that he
could overtake them.
So he set out at a rapid pace aloug the verge of the timber. Exciting experiences were in store for him.
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If she could not be found in them then it would be time enough to
think oI paying Ranch Va visit.
An incident happened at the moment also that for atime prevented any move of the sort.
Pomp had begun to scale a small peak near.
"P'ra'ps I kin get a bet.tah look from up yere, Marse Frank!" cried
the dark,Y. "Jes' de same, I tries it fo' yo'.''
"All right, Pomp," replied Frank. "Tell me if you see anything
of importance and I will come up."
"A'right, sah."
Pomp went up the peak.
He reached the top and began to look over the country, whl'n
suddenly he beheld a thrilling scene below.
Frank had gone to the eage of the · canyon to look over and see
what the Steam Man was about.
As he leaned over the edge of the deep gorge he did not see a
giant form suddenly glide fr-0m a crevice in the cliff behind him.
It was, in reality, an enormous black bear.
The brute had caught sight of Frank, and being in an ugly mood ,
started. for him.
·
The bear advanced so quickly and noiselessly that Frank was all
unaware of his presence until the brute was upon him.
Then a terrific blow from the bear's paw sent him reeling over
the edge of the cliff_
Over the edge went the young inventor, and a yell of horror and
pain went up from Pomp's lips.
'
CHAPTER XIX.
"Golly sakes, Marse Frank, hab yo' fallen d,own to yo' death ?"
FRANK'S NARRO"W ESCAPE.
cried the affr1ghted darky, as he came tumbling down the peak like
FRANK READE, JR., had decided to go at once in quest of the ab- a madman.
ductors of Bessie Rodman.
Frank had certainly gone over the edge.
He called Pomp and Barney aboard the Steam Man, and the start
The bear stood u_pon the verge of the precipice growling savagely.
Pomp was ma frenzy of fear and horror. He could not see what
was made.
Of course they were n·o1 a ware that Barrows had started out upon was to prevent his beloved master from going down to his death.
the same mission.
He would have rushed to the spot where Fra•k had stood but the
It was decided to proceed up tbe Death Gulch, for Frank fancied bear was there.
that the abductors had likely struck' out over the mountain range.
At this moment the stillness of the gorge was broken by the shrill
The gulch could be traversed by the Steam Man easily, andFrank whistle of the Steam Man.
•
deemed it safer to travel that way_
This was enough for Pomp.
Up the gulch the Steam Man went.
In a moment he raised his rifle and fired at the bear.
For some distance all went well, and no incident worthy of note
Ordinarily, he would have been compelled to fire many times, but
, as chance had it, this single shot proved fatal.
occurred.
But finally a branch of the canyon was reached, and here a halt
It struck the bear full in the eye and went crashing through his
was called.
brain.
This extended to the southward.
The big brute went over the edge of the precipice and crashing
Frank knew that the outlaws could not have crossed this without down into the gorge.
a wide detour.
Pomp heard plainly the crash of the bear's body as it struck the
The ~round was high above the walls of the canyon, and the bottom of the pass.
young mventor decided upon a different move.
Then he rushed to the edge and looked over.
The Steam Man proceeded up this canyon for some ways. ·
He saw the bottom of the gorge plainly enough. There lay the
Then Frank called a halt.
inanimate form of the bear.
"We will stop here,' he said.
The Steam Man stood not twenty yards distant from this spot,
" Shure, Misther Frank," cried Barney, "phwat iver do yez want and Pomp saw Barney far below, yelling and waving his hands.
to do that fed It's a clear course ahead."
The darky answered, and then caught sight of something which
"I am well aware of that, B!l.rney," repliiid Frank, "but I am not thrilled him.
·
Clinging to a jutting bit of rock in the canyon wall he saw Frank
sure that we are following llhe right course."
Reade, Jr., hanging between heaven and earth.
" Indade, sor."
" I mean to climb to the top of the canyon wall here and take a
The astonlsbed darky fell upon his stomach and leaned far over
look off at the country."
the edge of the gorge.
" Golly, Marse Fi:ank~" he cried, excitedly," I done fop.ght yo' wa>i
" Shure enough sort"
"Golly, Marse Frrnk, amn't youse gwine to let dis chile go wif a-goner fo' suah. Hab vo' got a strong hold dad"
·'
Pompr' crie;! Frank, in sharp tones, " I am nearly exhausted.
yo"l''
"Begorra, not a bit av it!" cried Barney. "Shure, yez may stay I fear I shall lose my hoid here soon_"
wid 'the Stheam Man, naygur."
"Fo' Hebben's sake," cried the affrighted darkyb "don' yo' sav
dat, Marse Frank. If yo' fell down to de cornah o da!l_,gorge yo'
"Yo' g'long, I'ishl I reckon Marse Frank take me dis time."
would be .killed fo' suah. Yo' jes' wait an' dis chile will h~lp yo'."
Frank smiled and said:
"Yes, it is no more than fair, Pomp; for you to go this time. You
"You'll have to hurry, Pomp!" cried Frank, in anexhaus ed manner. ·
will remain with thb Man, Barney."
Barney did not demur,Jor he knew that it would be of no use.
"Yo' kin jest bet I will."
But he had been with .l!'rank on excursions many times and pe1"Whurroo, there naygur!" cried Barney from below. "Wu_(l, vez- ~
haps felt that it was no more than fair that Pomp should have this be afther letting down a rope to Mis th er Fran,k. Quick, now, or ·yoz
won't have the toime."
chance.
Pomp acted quickiy.
No time was lost.
.
Armed with rifles and revolvers, the two explorers left the Steam
'.rhe darky carried constantly a lariat at his waste.
This he lowered over the edge and down to the point where Frank
Man.
A good path up the canyon wall was selected, and after an ardu- was hangmg suspended between earth and sky.
ous climb they finally reached the summit.
Pomp baa acted with great dispatch, but even as the rope went
From here a mighty view of the country about was obtained.
over the edge, a warning cr1 went up from Barney below.
As far as the eye could reach to the eastward was the level expan8e
"My God! I am falling!' cried Frank, with horror.
His hands were slipping over the edge of the jutting bi t of rock to
of plain.
• In the other direction mountain peaks rose above them to a great which he clung.
The next moment they released their grip entirely and down he
altitude.
Frank had a powerful glass, and with this proceeded to scrutinize went.
But, as good fortune had it, just below him was a stump growthe country below.
But he could see nothing of the cowboys, nor was he able tp tell ing out of the cliff.
in what direction Clark's men had gone:
Against thiF- he fell and his clothing caught upon a jagged root.
He descried at once what he believed to be smoke ascending from
It held him flrml7, and there he hung safe and secure.
lbehind distant treeshand fancied that this might be from the guns
A cry of ~oy went up from Pomp and Barney.
•
"Jes' yo hang right on, Marse Frank!.. cried the darky, earnestof tht¥military and t e cowboys.
But of this he was not sufficiently positive to venture to go thither. ly. "Don' yo' gib :way at all, an' dis chile he done pull you up
"Well, Pomp!" he Raid dubiously, as he closed the glass. "I a'right."
·
don't see that we can locate the abductors of Bessie Rodman from
"All right, Pomp," cried Frank, re~aining his coolness so habithere. I declare I am befogged-"
ual to him. "I thmk I am safe here.
"Goll7, Marse Frank," cried Pomp, with dilated eyeballs, "what
"Praise de Lor' fo' dat?" cried the elated darky. "Jes' hol' right
eber yo link we bettah do nowr•
on."
ll "I declare I dpn't know."
Down went the lariat.
"I'se done reckon dat de cowboys hab gone back to dat ranch ob
In a moment more it settled over Frank's shoulders.
As Pomp drew on it, Frank made it securE> under his arms_
dere's wid dat lily gal."
Frank gave a start.
Then the darky began to draw up on the rope. It required some
It had not before occurred to him that the abductors might have exertion of strength, but in a few moments Frank cleared the
taken their captive to Ranch V.
edge.
Indeed, so strongly did he become impressed with tbe possibility
But at this moment a loud shout came up from the gorge below.
that h9 was half inclined to start at once for the ranch.
It was Barney's voice raised in a note of alarm.
But sober second thought impelled him first to think of searching
"My soul!" cried Frank, excitedly. "What can have happened I"
Both rushed to the edge of the canyon and looked over.
the hill s.
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CHAPTER XX.
T HE FLOOD- CORNERING THE FOE.
I T was a thrilling sig ht which met t heir gaze.
They 1:Jaw Barney leaping up a nd down and gesticulating wildly.
" 'What is the inatter'I" cried Frank.
B u t before the words had fa irly left his lips he saw what was the
tro uble.
A long t he bottom of the g orge a thin stream of warnr was flow. ing.
/ ; Ever y moment it was increasing.
"Bejaber s, Misther Frank, is there much more wa ther cominT '
cried Barney. "Shure if s o, I'm thinkin' we'd better be after getting ou t of here."
"Rightr• cried the young inventor, -excitedly, "but where can it
come fro m~"
He ran to an eminence near and from which a good view of t he
·
u pper canyon could be h ad. ,
And t here Frank beheld a thrilling s ig ht.
At the upper end of the canyon was a la rge la ke made by an accumulation of logs and debris across the source of the canyon.
H ere half a score of m en with axes and iron bars were engaged
in break ing the dam so as to let the whole lake down into the
gorge.
.
It would mean a flood of awful sort if they succeeded.
It w ould su rely sweep the ca nyon clear, and the pos ition of Barney was a most perilous one.
Frank sa w t his with horror.
He knew at once that the workmen were of t he cowboy gang.
Already the dam could be seen to be giving wa y.
In a very few moments the flood must come. No time must be
lost.
,,
·· Into t he canyon the water would:plunge and engulf everything in
t heir path.
·
F ra n k waited no l nger.
H e spr ung to the edge of the canyon and shouted to Barney :
" Go, for your life, B arney. Run for t he plain. We will take care
of ourselves."
•
" All right, sar!"
Barney s prung into the cage and away went the Steam Man with
a s hriek down the canyon.
The nex t moment a terrible roar came from the headwaters of
the gorge, and then Frank and Pomp saw the mighty flood coming.
Like a r a ce horse it surged down through the canyon.
Lt was now a mad race between the Steam Man and the flood.
It was a long ways to the plain below, and Frank ~roaned with
~£e rror as be r ealized the uncertainty of the Steam Mans reaching it.
There were places where the Steam Man must go slowly, and this
w ould mean overtaking by the flood.
·
B u t Barney, wi th bis shrewd Irish wit, had realized this.
He knew tha t it would be impossible for him to reach the plain
be fore the flood.
So he decided upon a wise move.
He reached t he junction of this canyon with the other.
There was not a moment to sp_a re.
L ooking back, he could see the water coming in mountainous bil/
lo ws.
The S team Man had-''"to be checked a trifle in order to turn into
the other canyon.
But Barney made the turn all safely, and the Steam Man shot up
t he canyon far ell"ough to avoid the back current of the flood.
. " Beja bers, I',l'Il in luck this toimel" cried the Celt, jubilantly, as
he opened thefi.vbistle valve.
The note of safety was heard by Frank a nd Pomp wi t h a sensation of great relief and joy.
They underst ood at once the move made by Barney.
·
"Th! t tas a capita l thought of B arney's," cried Frank. "It is .
lucky t h the d id not keep on the plains. H e would have been overtaken."
~ - " I j ' reckon dat am afac'I" cried P omp. "Well , I fi nk we'd bettatr.get back to de Steam Man as qui ck as eber we can.''
"You a re right, Pomp," declar ed Frank. " Our position here will
be har dly a safe one now. "
" Y ouse r igh t, s ah. "
The flood in the canyon was no w r apidly subsiding.
The grea t lake had quickly empt ied itself into the canyon.
I n a s hort while the bed of the can yon was once more dry.
Ba rney't ben ran the s~eam Man back into the main ca nyon, and
Fra nk and Pomp h a iled him.
'
" You did well, Barney!" cried t he young inventor, joyfully.
" You made the best possible move."
"Beg orra, I knew well enoug h that I had to g it out of the way.of
t he watber s, sor," repli ed B a rney. " But s hure, a re yez comin'
down soon ?"
" We are com in' right down," replied Frank.
-Down t he canyon wall they scrambled and s afely reached the
gorge.
·
Tlien~hey greeted Barney with joy and cla mbered aboard.
"Shure, pb wativer will yez do now , Mist her Frank7" cried Barn ey. eagPrly.
.
" I shall follow the canyon up and try to dislodge the outlaws,"
repl ied Fra nk.
"Very gooC., sid" cried Barney, with.readiness. "We'll go ahead
thin?"
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AND HIS NEW S'l'EAM MAN.
I

·

'~ Yes."'

Barney took the reins and the Steam Man went on up the gorge.
Iu a short while they had reached the dam which had herd back
t he lake.
Here a. course was found directly out upon a vast plain.
Frank w as about to direc t the man's course thither when an inciden t occurred to for a moment delay them.
A loud and harsh voice came from the cliff above.
" H ello, down there!"
·
t Th e speaker could not b3 seen. The Steam Man came to a halt.
•· Well r· cried Frank.

"Ye're Fra nk R eade, Jr., eh 7"
"'!'hat is my na me."
" W all, I'm Ar temas Cliff. I give ye fair warnin' to surrender.
Ye're in a death trap."
"Thank you for informing us," retorted Frank, "but I don't believe I'll surrender yet."
" Ye won't then ?"
" No."
" Then take the consequences."
" I can do that." •
A savage curse come down upon the air. Then the crack of r ifles
was heard and bullets pattered aga inst the steel netting.
Of course no harm was done, and Frank only smiled grimly.
He sent the Steam Man up the gorge, a nd in a few moments came
out ,upon the plain, which was deep among tile bills and h emmed in
w ith a line of timber.
The cowboys continued to pour volley after volley in t o the Steam
Mau.
F ra nk wa ited w.1til b e had reached a favorable position.
Then he stoppetl t he Steam Man, and picking up his rifle, said:
" ,Come, boys! let's g ive them as good as they send."
Of course Pomp a nd Barney were ready and eager.
A destructive .fire was sent in to the covert of the cowboys.
In a few moments it grew so b ot that they could not remain there,
and had to get out.
·
With ba ffled yells they retreated deeper into the hills.
"Whurroo!" yelled Ba rney jubilantly. "Shure it's aisy enough
to whip such omadbouns as they be!"
" Golly! don' yo' be too sua h, I'ish," r emonstrated Pomp.
"What do yez know abou t it, n ay~ ur ?"
"Suah, I know jes' as much as yo does, I'isb. "
"G'lon~ l Y ez are a big .stuf.i'."
"I amn t s o big a wan as yo' a m."
"Say that a~in, an' I'll break the face av yez."
•· Huh I Yo can't do it."
'rhe two rogues would have ha d a friendl y set-to then and there,
but Frank inter posed.
·
" None of tha t," he cried, sternly; " t her e is serious work before
us."
This was a quietus upon the two rascals, and they ceased their
skylarking.
·
The cowboys had been driven back, but now a thrilling sound '- I
came from the dis t a nt hill s.
It was the heavy voll eying of many rifles. There could be but
one explanat ion.
Evidently the cavalry ha d come into conflict with the cowboys.
A good s ized battle was in progress. An impulse seized Frank.
H e realized that he ought to join that conflict. There was no
doubt but that the Steam Man could do much to aid the cavalry.
So he started the Man across the plain, looking for a.n opening
into the bills in the dirjlction of the firing.
This it, however, seemed not easy to find.
But as the Man was skirting the line of timber, a thrilling scene
was suddenly brought to view.
In a s mall clearing in the ver~e of the timber two men were striving to down one. It was a t evr1fl.c and deadly struggle which was
in progress.
The single fighter was holding his own well.
Near by, with arms tied behind her, was a. young girl.
It was Bessie R od man .
"My God!" cried Frank. "Quick, for · your life, boys! We must
put an end to that s trugg le. Don't you see it is young Barrows,
and he is fighting to rescue the girl."
"Golly, da t am a fac'!" cried Pomp, excitedly. "Jes' gib me a.
chance a t dem rapscallions."
Up to the spot the Steam Man swiftly ran.
A cry of wildest joy and hope welled up from Bessie R odman's
lips.
.
Young Barrows also saw that rescue was at hand and made extra
exertions to overcome his foes.
The cowboys, however, seeing tha~ succor had come tried to break
away.
A s Barrows was too exhausted to restrain them they succeeded
and dashed away at full speed.
Reaching their ponies they monnted and were out of sight in a.
twinkling.
The next moment Barrows had clasped Besse in his arms, firs t
cutting her bonds.
"Thank Heaven!" he cried. "We are unitad once more, and this *
time let u ~ hope never to part."
Those aboard the Steam Man pretended to be busy during the
affecting meeting.
But soon the lovers came to the cage and a general welcome fol·
~~~

I

An explanation of all followed, and then plans for the future
w,ere quickly decided upon.
CHAPTER XXI.
WHICH IS THE END, .
THE sounil of fl.rinp; now came from the hills quite plainly.
It was evident that Clark's men were having a hard battle.
B a rrows detailed his experier..ces as we have recorded in a previous phapter.
Then it was decided at once if possible to join the cavalry.
"If I can place Miss Rodman in your charge, Mr. Reade," said
young Barrows, gallantly, "I will gladly join the soldiers and aid
in the repulse of the foe."
"You may do that," replied Frank, readily. "In fact, I think it
safer for the lady to remain in the wagon hereafter."
" You are very kind."
"It is nothin,i:."
Accordingly Bessie was given a seat in the wagon.
Then Barrows mounted one of' the ponies left by_the cowboys.
"I will see you later," he said lifting his hat to Bessie.
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Then he rode away to join the cavalry in their battle.
The Steam Man, of course, could not hope to follow so quickly.
The fleet pony could go through narrow paths, and of course Bar·
rows reached the scene of action long before the, others.
But Frank Reade sent the Steam Man along at a good pace.
After some search a pass was found, and the Man made its way
carefully through, and suddenly came out upon the field of action.
The cowboys were strotigly intrenched in the hills, and seemed
disposed to make a final stand.
Col. Clark's men were making desperate attempts to drive them
from their position.
As the Steam Man came dashing up to the spot a great cheer
went up from the soldiers.
·
Frank answered it by pulling the whistle valve of the Man and
sending_up a sharp note.
,
The Man could not hope to reach the position of the outlaws,
for the ground was too uneven.
But a position was taken up from where the battle could be
easily watched.
Then Col. Clark came up to the wagon.
Wa1·m greetings followed, and Frank said:
"Is there anything I could do to help you, colonell"
"I think not," replied the 17,allant officer. "I believe we shall
drive Lhem out very soon now. '
"I hope so."
"If I am not mistaken the day of Cliff and his gang are numbered."
"That is joyful news."
"'Yes."
"I hope you will succeed."
"Thank you."
The colonel rode away and the voyagers watched the contest with
interest.
One watching the beautiful face of Bessie Rodman could have
seen that she was inwardly praying for her lover's safety.
But fortune was with the troops, though they had experienced a
hard battle.
The position of the outlaws was a very strong one and almost un·
assailable.
High walls of rock were there for them to use as a breastwork.
It was not easy to dislodge them except at great loss of life.
But Clark was not a man to be defeated.
He urged bis men on and slowly but surely drove the foe before
him. Frank Reade, Jr., now. with Barney and Pomp and Bessie
Rodman on board, took the 8team Man out on to the prairie.
For over an hour a kind of desultory conflict was was kept up in
the hill~.
'
Then Col. Clark suddenly came dashing up to the wagon.
"We have got them dislodged," he cried. "And I think they
have struck out for Ranch V . Now if you will show us the way,
Mr. Reade, we will try and exterminate this poisonous gang."
"With pleasure!" cried Frank.
He started the Steam Man at once for Ranch V.
Across the prairie the machine ran rapidly, and the cavalry galloped in the rear.
It was in the latter part of he day that all came out upon a rise
overlooking the stockade of Ranch V.
But the cowboys had got there in ad ance and had made ready
for an attack.
Col. Clark was a man of immediate resources.
Without hesitation or a moment's delay he threw his men forward on the charge. :At almost the first attack the gate was carried
and the soldiers entered the yard.
But step by step Artemus Cliff contested the way"
His men by divisions surrendered half a dozen or more at a time.
Being thus made prisoners, they were sent to the rear. In this
manna- the numbers of the cowboy gang were decimated.
Suddenly a thrilling cry went up.
"Fire! Fire!"
The stockade and ranch proper had been fired, and great columns
.of flame now arose.
The scene was fast becoming a thrilling one. Darkness was comin11: on, and the rattle of firearms the dark shadows of night partially dispelled by the flames, gave a weird aspect to everything.
Slow but sure was the conquest of Cliff and his gang.
Now he was driven to his last resort, tbe corner of the stockade
nearest the river. Scarce a score of his followers now remained.
It was utterly no use for him to resist longer. The villain saw it
but yet kept on fighting doggedly.
.
"Surrenoer, or die!" cried the lieutenant who led the squad. "It
is your only chance."
.
The remaining cowboys threw up their hands. But Cliff pitched
forward in a heap upon the ground, struck by a pistol ball.
There he was found later under a heap of Ci.ead men. He was removed to the camp near and his woundS examined.
Ranch V was a thing of the past.
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Not a stick w~Ieft--standing, and of the cowboy gang fully a
hundred had rendned up their final account.
·
Possibly twenty of the cavalrymen had been killed.
It had been quite a severe battle, but Frank Reade, Jr., and his
companions could not help but feel overjoyed at the result.
Barney and Pomp had an old time set-to over the victory, this
time Pomp corning off victorous.
·
The night was passed quietly. Early the next morning a surgeon
came to the Steam Man and called for Frank.
He announced that Cliff was dying, and wanted to make a confession but would make it to nobody else.
Frank hurried to the dying couch of the villain. Cliff's filmy gaze
was fixed upon him eagerly, and he said, huskily:
"Reade, I'm done for. I made a good fight but I've lost. The
~ame's up. I might as well make a clean breast of it. Uncle Jim is
mnocent of Rodman's death. Sid Buwen and Jim Ducey, my
trusted pals, killed Rodman and worked the whole game. That's all.
·
I reckon I can die better.now."
"You have done a good deed, Artemus Cliff," said Frank, kindly.
"And may God forgive you your sins."
But the villain dia not answer. Already his eyes were set. The
Master had called him. He had cheated the gallows after all.
A grave was dug on the prairie and Frank saw that he was prop·
erly buried.
The confession was put in writing and duly witnessed. The mission of the new Steam Man to the far west was ended.
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The spirits of all were bright and cheerful, now that th!! end had
come.
The extermination of the Cliff gang was certainly a blessing to
that part of the State, and no one regretted the villain's demise.
Preparations were now made for the return home . .
Of course, Col. Clark and hLs command would return to the ·fort,
but Frank now thought of Bessie Rodman.
"By Jupiter!" he mutwred, "something must be done for her.
Poor girl! she is without a friend in the world now."
Barney and Pomp winked at each other,· and Barney cried:
"Bejabers, Misther Frank, have yez lost yer powers av penetration T'
"I reckon yo' ~m way off, Marse Frank," r ejoined Pomp.
"What are you fellows driving at T' asked Frank, in surprise.
"Why, dat ar' gal, she am got one ob de bes· friends in de wor ',
Jes' yo' cast yo' eye ober dar an' see dat spruce young feller what a
walkin' wid her."
Frank did "cast his eye" in the direction indicated, and s
Bess.ie a:nd young Walter Barrows approaching.
There was a particularly happy light upon the faces of both.
"Pshaw!" muttered Frank. "That young fellow can't marry ·
yet. She's got to have a home in the meanwhile. Miss Rod
one moment, please."
.
The lovers paused, and Frank said brusquely :
" I can understand your position, Bess10, very well, and I
that you need a home. I can only offer to take you to Rea.des
with me, and my wife will do all in her power-- "
"One moment, sir," said Barrows, with burning face. "You are
~ery kind, but let me first explain. I am this lady's natural protector for life."
" What?" gasped Frank.
"Yes, she .is my wife."
Pomp and Barney collapsed at the expression upo_n Frank's face.
"Your wife~" gasped the young inventor. "When were you
married?"
"Just now, an<j. the ceremony was performed by the chaplain of
the regiment."
·
Frank thrust forth his right hand, and gave Barrows a grip which
made him wince.
"You must pardon my conduct," he cried, "but it was such a
surprise. I wish you both worlds of happiness."
Some hours later the new Steam Man was on its way homeward.
A week later it was in Omaha, Nebraska, and not long thereafter
was at home in Readestown .
The young inventor was received at liome with an ovation, and
his father, the distinguished Reade Senior, was overjoyed io learn
that the evidence had been procured to clear Travers.
As fol" the latter he came from prison like one comihg into a new
life and from that time on regarded Frank Reade, Jr. as his greatest earthly benefactor.
The new Steam Man and his wonderful western trip was the talk
of the country.
People came from near and far to see the invention a nd it was not
long before the young inventor suddenly found himself involved in
another daring project.
The new Steam Man was destined to make another trip, and become involved in adventures even more thrilling th;m these ju st
recorded, and ,a full and detailed account of the second ~trip ma) be
found in
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